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Abstract 
Perturbed Genus One Scherk Surfaces and Their Limits 
by 
Casey Douglas 
The singly periodic, genus one helicoid is conjectured to be the limit of a one 
parameter family of doubly periodic minimal surfaces referred to as Perturbed Genus 
One Scherk Surfaces. Using elementary elliptic function theory, we show such surfaces 
exist, solving a two-dimensional period problem by perturbing a one-dimensional 
problem. Using flat structures associated to these minimal surfaces, we then verify 
the conjecture. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Using the techniques of Weber-Wolf [WWa], it can be shown that finitely but arbitrar-
ily many handles may be added to a fundamental piece of Scherk's doubly periodic 
surface. This classical surface is defined in R3 by the relation 
cosrc 
e
z
 = 
cosy 
or, equivalently, by the Weierstrass data on C — {±e±Mr/4} 
g(z) = z 
A fundamental piece has four vertical annular ends that meet at 90°, and enjoys 
eight symmetries across straight lines on the surface, as can be observed in Figure 1.1 
below. 
Karcher [Kar88, Kar89] constructed a higher genus analog of this surface by adding 
a handle in the most symmetric way possible (see Figure 1.2); the technique that 
1 
2 
J 
i
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Figure 1.1: Scherk's Doubly Periodic Surface 
Weber-Wolf [WWb] later deployed also assumes maximal symmetry. In particular, 
the genus one version of a fundamental domain for Scherk's surface is assumed to be 
conformally equivalent to a symmetrically punctured square torus so that eight lines 
of symmetry persist. As pointed out by Hoffman [HKW93b], this is equivalent to 
"replacing saddle points with handles." 
The method of construction deployed by Weber-Wolf [WWb] uses flat structures 
(more details on this topic are provided in section 4.2). Specifically, the geometri-
cally motivated Weierstrass data (g, dh) used to describe a minimal surface can be 
interpreted via Euclidean geometry on pairs of polygonal domains in C whose edges 
enjoy identifications. These domains are obtain by developing the 1-forms gdh and 
(l/g)dh, and are therefore referred to as the gdh and {\/g)dh flat structures. 
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Figure 1.2: Scherk-Karcher Surface (left) and Weber-Wolf-Scherk Surface (right) 
The assumption of maximal symmetry has a particularly nice effect on the flat 
structure representations of the forms gdh and (l/g)dh. In fact, for the more general, 
genus-g case, the flat structure representations are similarly easy to draw and work 
with, provided all of the handles are added in a symmetric fashion, as depicted in 
Figure 1.2. 
Let S(g,26) denote a putative example of a perturbed genus-g Scherk surface 
whose ends meet at angles 26 and TC — 29. Scherk [Sch35] proved that for any 6 e 
(0,7r/2) the surface 5(0,29) exists. The Weierstrass data is again defined on a sphere 
with four punctures, which we may take to be the points {±e±t0}; the data is then 
given by 
g(z) = z 
JU • d z 
ah = iz-, 'Y[{z±e±ie) 
As shown in [WebOO], and as we review in section 1.2, if the parameter 9 tends to 
0 or 7r/2, these sheared or perturbed surfaces tend to a horizontal helicoid, one whose 
axis of revolution lies in the (x, y) plane, where the convergence of these surfaces is 
taken in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense (a helicoid so embedded in R3 shall 
be referred to as a "helicoid on its side"). In other words, if we let H(g) denote a 
putative, genus g helicoid (on its side), we have 
lim 5(0,20) = H(0) 
Hoffman-Karcher-Wei [HKW93a, HKW93b] proved the existence of a singly peri-
odic genus-one helicoid, which we denote by H(l). They were motivated by the sus-
picion that perturbed genus-one Scherk Surfaces, 5(1,20), exist for any 9 G (0,7r/2), 
and that their limit should similarly exist, producing a fundamental piece of a helicoid 
with a handle. More generally, one might expect the existence of arbitrary, singly pe-
riodic genus-<7 helicoids to be established by perturbing the surfaces S(g,Tr/2). That 
is, one suspects 
KmS(g,29) = H(g) 
if—>\j 
Even though H(l) is known to exist as a unique, embedded minimal surface in R3, the 
existence of 5(1,29) has remained open for some time. It remains unknown whether 
or not H{g) and S(g, 29) exist for g > 1 and 9 ^ TT/4. 
5 
1.1 Summary of Results and an Outline 
Unfortunately, the flat structure approach of Weber and Wolf does not seem to extend 
to S(g,29) for arbitrary 9. Even for g = 1 their method is difficult to employ. 
Consequently, we aim to prove the existence of 5(1,29) for arbitrary 9 by combining 
their techniques with basic elliptic function theory on rhombic tori. Our main result 
is the following 
Theorem 1.1. Given any 9 € (0, n/2) there exists a complete, embedded, doubly 
periodic, minimal surface in R3 whose quotient has genus one and 4 Scherk-type ends 
meeting at angles 29 and TT — 29. 
Moreover, as 9 —• 0 these surfaces limit on the singly periodic genus-one helicoid, 
in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense. 
By using "the support function," this result was independently established by 
Baginski-Ramos Batista [BRB], while this manuscript was in preparation. Our theo-
rem is proved in two main steps. First, it will be shown that we can produce possibly 
perturbed surfaces 5(1,20) by deforming the underlying, symmetrically punctured 
rhombic torus off of the square torus. This entails obtaining solutions to a two-
dimensional period problem via perturbing a one-dimensional period problem. In 
addition to a toroidal deformation, we obtain a uniqueness result for 5(l,7r/2). Us-
ing numerical estimates, Hauswirth-Traizet [HT] argued that the surface 5(l,7r/2) 
can be deformed in terms of 9. This result is superior to our first step since the 
variable 9 limiting to zero or TT/2 is what produces the helicoid on its side in the 
genus zero case; one is naturally tempted, then, to perturb the higher genus analogs 
6 
Figure 1.3: 5(1,TT/2) (left) and S(l,20) Surface (right) 
S(g, 29) in terms of this parameter in order to produce higher genus (albiet singly 
periodic) helicoids. While we achieve this (for g = 1) in a rather round-about way, it 
is not clear one can let 9 tend to zero or ir/2 within Hauswirth-Traizet's framework. 
Next, we note that the solution set can be described as an analytic curve contained 
in a slab in R3. Appealing to Sullivan's Local Euler Characteristic Theorem (see 
[Har74]), we argue that this solution curve must extend to the boundary of our 
parameter space. Using geometric coordinates that arise from flat structures, it is 
shown that the only possible limits include 9 —+ 0 or 9 —> 7r/2, and that the resulting 
flat structures agree with those of the singly periodic, genus-one helicoid. A standard 
application of the maximum principle shows that the surfaces are embedded, finishing 
7 
the theorem. 
In Section 2 we review the Weierstrass representation and the associated period 
problems for minimal surfaces. We also review facts about and notation regarding 
rhombic tori and their associated p functions. 
Section 3 concerns necessary Weiestrass data for the proposed surface 5(1,20). 
Specifically, section 3.1 collects expressions for and facts about g and dh. This Weier-
strass data is parameterized by three real parameters, (<f>,6,t), where 
<£e(0,7r) 
0e(o,7r/2) 
t€(0,oo) 
Here, (j) parameterizes the underling rhombic torus, and the pair (0, t), determines 
where this torus is punctured. We introduce a fourth parameter s = p(a,i), where a\ 
is one of the punctures, and derive a relationship between s and (</>, 0, t) based on the 
differential equation satisfied by the p function. 
Section 3.2 addresses the vertical and horizontal period problems. After establish-
ing that dh has no periods, we define the period function F((p,0,i). This function 
vanishes if and only if our Weierstrass data yields a well-defined minimal surface. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to proving Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, which asserts our unique-
ness and deformation results. In particular, we show the following 
F(TT/2, 6, t) = 0 « (0, t) = (TT/4, to) (1-1) 
det|DF ( e , ( ) | (7 r /27 r /4 to )>0 (1.2) 
8 
where t0 G (0,oo). The rank of the differential DF is studied by using a different 
function, F((f>, 9, t), which also vanishes if and only if a well-defined minimal surface 
is produced, and satisfies DF = A • DF. The parameter A depends on ((f), 9, t) and 
is non-zero near (7r/2,7r/4,*o)- After establishing that DF has full rank, we then 
conclude inequality (1.2), and the Implicit Function Theorem then guarantees the 
existence of triples (4>, 9, t) near (n/2,7r/4, to) satisfying F(<f>, 9, t) = 0. 
Section 4 proves that the solution curve in M3 determined by F(<f>, 9, t) = 0 is 
analytic, and so Sullivan's Local Euler Characteristic Theorem applies. As a result, 
the curve necessarily extends (with the possibility of branchings) to a boundary point, 
where <f> G {0,TT},9 G {0,7r/2}, or t G {0, oo}. After reviewing the notions of flat 
structures and extremal length, we then show that the only allowable boundary 
points force the surfaces S(l,26) to limit on the singly periodic, genus-one helicoid 
Ti(l). Lastly, we argue that these surfaces are all necessarily embedded. 
Chapter 2 
Minimal Surfaces and Rhombic 
Tori 
2.1 Minimal Surfaces 
There are a number of ways to define a minimal surface, (see, for example, [DHKW92] 
or [IP]), but one of the more common or useful formulations involves Weierstrass 
data. A result of Osserman tells us that every finite total curvature minimal surface 
is conformally a compact Riemann surface with finitely many punctures [Oss86]. The 
map X : H —> M3 that parameterizes our Riemann surface, 1Z, as a minimal surface 
admits an integral representation that is given by 
X(z) = Re ^  Q Q + g^j dh, l- Q - g^j dh, dh 
9 
10 
where g is a meromorphic function, dh is a holomorphic 1-form, and z is a local coor-
dinate on the punctured surface K. The pair (g, dh) is referred to as the Weierstrass 
data for the minimal surface. 
Both g and dh have geometric significance. As the notation suggests, dh is the 
(complexified) differential of the height function, and g is the Gauss map composed 
with stereographic projection. To construct a desired minimal surface, it suffices to 
determine appropriate g and dh. In order for the surface to be unbranched, one first 
has to ensure that the zeroes and poles of g agree with the zeroes of dh. In order for 
the map X to be well defined, one has to solve the period problem(s) 
"•(/KH*)-0 
R e ( /Ki"' 1 < *' , "° 
a-Re ( / dhJ = 0 
where the integrals are taken over all generators 7 of Hi(TZ; C). The first two equa-
tions are often referred to as the horizontal period problem, while the last is the 
vertical period problem. The horizontal period problem can be rewritten as a 
single complex equation 
fgdh= f-
7 " 
11 
again for all 7 that generate Hi(fc; C). If TZ has genus k and n punctures, there are 
3(2fc + n — 1) real conditions to satisfy. Moreover, if 1Z has high genus, then the 
function g and 1-form dh can be difficult to determine. In summary, topologically 
complicated minimal surfaces are often difficult to construct via Weierstrass data. 
When 72. is a punctured sphere, the period problem typically reduces to a condition 
on the residues of gdh, (l/g)dh and dh, namely that they are purely real. A good 
example has already been mentioned: Scherk's doubly periodic surface, which is 
defined on C - {±e±w} by the data 
g(z) = z 
izdz 
dh = U(z ± e±ie) 
Only the vertical period problem is solved for this data, as can be checked by inte-
grating the forms 
dzi = - ( gdh 
dz2 = -i — + gdh 
along cycles enclosing the punctures ±e±lB, as well as the form dh. Hence, this data 
produces a doubly periodic surface in M3 that is defined over the lattice (sec#, csc#, 0). 
For many other examples, consult [WebOl]. 
2.2 Deforming 5(0, TT/2) into the Helicoid 
Before beginning our construction and deformation of the surfaces 5(1,26), we review 
one manner in which 5(0,20) produces the helicoid (on its side) as 0 —> 0. As we 
have already noted, the Weierstrass data for the surface 5(0,20) is given by 
g(z) = z 
dh(z) idz 
n(z ± e±ie) 
The underlying Riemann surface is the four-times punctured sphere H = C — {±e 
which we have depicted below 
_p-i8f Y ie 
-e
ie\ Pe~i0 
Figure 2.1: Underlying Riemann Surface for 5(0,20) 
As the parameter 6 —• 0 the form dh converges to 
izdz izdz 
dh{z) = ( z 2 - l ) 2 (z- 1)2(2 + 1)2 
13 
while the Gauss map, g(z) = z, obviously remains unchanged. The limiting Riemann 
surface can be understood as a twice punctured sphere; letting 6 vanish moved the 
punctures to the real points ±1. 
The standard, "upright" helicoid is also defined on a twice punctured sphere, 
but the height differential for this parameterization has only simple poles at the two 
punctures. The form dz\ will play the role of the height differential for the standard 
helicoid; here, dz\ is given by 
1 (dh „ \ dh fl-g2 dz\ — - I gdh I = — 
2 \ g J 2 V 9 
so that dx\ = Re(ofei). At 6 = 0 this form is given by 
. 1 idz 
dz\ = - -2 ( l - z ) ( z + l) 
which, indeed, has simple poles at the punctures ±1. Near these punctures, the form 
dz\ has purely imaginary residues given by 
Residzi = -, Res_idzi = —-4 4 
implying that dzx near the punctures ±1 is asymptotic to dh for the upright helicoid 
near its punctures. 
To conclude that these punctures correspond to helicoidal ends, we also need to 
check that the Gauss map has the correct asymptotics; actually, we need to check 
this not for the gauss map g(z) = z, but for the adjusted Gauss map 
G{z)
-gjz)-ri-—i 
which clearly has a simple pole at —1 (with real residue —2) and a simple zero at +1 
with G'(l) = 1/2. 
14 
The forms Gdz\ and (1/G)dzi are given by 
and give rise to the forms 
<f>i 
These forms <pt have no residues near the punctures ± 1 . Hence, the image of a 
neighborhood of either puncture under the map 
is determined by the integral of dz\, which is asymptotic to dh for the upright helicoid. 
This proves that the resulting, singly periodic surface 5(0,0) is asymptotic to the 
helicoid, which is enough to conclude that it is, in fact, the helicoid. The following 
subsection establishes this result in a more direct fashion. 
2.2.1 A Simpler Observation 
When 0 = 0, the surface 5(0,0) has Weierstrass data 
g(z) = z 
izdz 
d /
* = ( z - l ) 2 ( z + l ) 2 
Consider the Mobius transformation 
1 - 2 
W{Z) =
 —z 
GdZl = 
dz\ 
~G = 
1 idz 
' 2(,z + l)2 
1 idz 
' 2 ( l - z ) 2 
dz\ 
~G~ 
Gdzx 
izdz 
— + Gdzi = 
( 1 - 2 ) 2 ( 1 +Z 2 ) 
i(l + z2)dz 
( 1 - 2 ) 2 ( 1 + 2)2 
15 
The form idw/w can be expressed as 
idw _ dz 2 + l _
 0 idz _ 
~w~ = ~2\z + \fl-z ~ ~\z + \)(\-z) ~ l 
We perform similar computations for the pull-back of the forms 
1 / 1 \ idw i (1 \ idw 
w , - — \-w 2 \w J w 2 \w J w 
Specifically, we find 
- ( * ) — 
„.(i (l \ idw\ „ (l + z2)dz 
F
 (2 U + w ) - ) = V-zm+>y>= ~UZ2 
Prom these observations, we conclude that 5(0,0) = 7i(0). This follows because 
the map F{z) = w(z) is an isomorphism between the Riemann surfaces, C — {±1} 
and C — {0,00}, and it pulls back the Weierstrass data for the (upright) helicoid in 
the punctured w sphere to (rescaled) Weierstrass data for the surface 5(0,0) in the 
z sphere. 
Remark: In Chapter 4 we will revisit this family of surfaces and prove, yet again, 
that 5(20,0) limits on the helicoid H(0) on its side, only we will do so from the 
perspective of flat structures. 
2.3 The Weierstrass p Function for Rhombic Tori 
Let A<£ denote the rhombic lattice generated by {l,e1^}. The Weierstrass p function 
for the torus C/A^ is given by 
16 
P(z)
 Z2+ 2 ^ (z-n-ei<t>m)2 (n + e^m)2 
n,m€Z' v J \ J 
The symmetries of the lattice produce symmetries within the p function. Specifically, 
reflecting across either line of symmetry is given by 
z H-+ e*z 
z •-• 1 + j * - ei<s>z 
The values of p change according to the formulae 
p{e»z) = e~^p{z) 
p{\ + e* - e»z) = p{e»z) = e'2i,t>p{z) 
In fact, the following, more general formulae holds for any /c-th order derivative of p: 
p(fc>(e^) = e-(2+fc)iVfc)(*) 
p^i-j+z) = (-l)fce-(2+fe)iV(fe)(-2) 
We list some notation and collect elementary facts about the p function for the 
17 
rhombic torus C/A^: 
ux = 1/2, CJ2 = e^/2, w3 = wi + CJ2 
e» = p(wj) 
(p')2 = 4(p - ei)(p - e2)(p - e3) 
e2 = e-
2i
*eT 
ex = e-^ei 
0 = ei + e2 + e3 
e3 = 2e-^Re(e^ei) =^ e3 G e-i*R 
e3 = 0 «=*> <£ = TT/2 
p(z) G e~l*R «=*• z lies on a diagonal 
Prom the last remark, we immediately conclude that the zeroes of the p function lie 
along a diagonal. For more information on p see [Cha85]. 
2.3.1 The Square Torus 
On the square torus p is real valued along the horizontal and vertical lines bordering 
the fundamental square and along the dividing lines x = 1/2 and y = 1/2. It is purely 
imaginary along the two diagonals. 
The derivative, p', is real valued along the horizontal lines y = 0 and y = 1/2 and 
it is imaginary along the vertical lines x = 0 and x = 1/2. It takes values in e™/4R 
along the diagonals. 
It is straightforward to see that along the real axis p has as its minimum value 
18 
the number e\ = p{oJi). 
Chapter 3 
Toroidal Deformations of 5(l,7r/2) 
Here we prove that 5(1,71-/2) exists, which is not a new result (see [Kar88] and 
[WWb]). However, the methods we use offer a slight improvement on previous results; 
specifically, we show that up to a re-indexing of data, and a shift and rotation of 
the torus, there is only one way to puncture the square torus so that it embeds as 
5(1,7r/2). Moreover, the punctures are placed only with respect to the torus' rhombic 
symmetry, whereas in previous constructions the punctures were placed with respect 
to both rhombic and rectangular symmetry lines. This is the content of Theorem 3.7. 
Next, the Implicit Function Theorem is used to show that for (f> sufficiently close 
to 7r/2, one can puncture the torus C/A^ so that the resulting surface immerses into 
E3 as 5(1,20) for some 0 e (0, TT/2). This is the content of Theorem 3.8. 
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 are achieved via the period functions F(4>,0,t) and 
F((j), 0, t), which detect when the horizontal period problem is solved. These functions 
use expressions for g and dh which we collect in the proceeding section; these expres-
sions are parameterized by three real variables, (cj),0,t), and one complex variable 
19 
20 
s = s(4>, 0, t) that depends on the others. 
3.1 Expressions for g and dh 
Based on computer images (see [HKW93b] and Figure 1.3) we expect 5(1,20) to 
possess two rotational symmetries, each of which interchange two ends and maintain 
the set of vertical points. Near the ends, the function g and the one-form dh should 
behave like the Gauss map and height differential for 5(0,20); that is, g should be 
horizontal at these points and dh should have simple poles with residues given by the 
residues of the height-differential for the genus-0 surface. 
All of this, along with an analysis of the connectivity of the fixed point set of the 
reflections, imply that 5(1,20) is conformally equivalent to a symmetrically punctured 
rhombic torus, C/A^,—{ai,..., o4} whose Weierstrass data satisfy the following divisor 
table: 
dh 
9 
U wi 
0 0 
0 oo 
u>2 
0 
oo 
u3 
0 
0 
« i 
oo 
ei9 
a-2 
CO 
e-ie 
<*3 
OO 
-eie 
0,4 
OO 
_e-ie 
The behavior of the height differential for 5(0,20) near the ends determines the 
behavior of dh for 5(1,20) near its ends; specifically, dh must have purely real residues 
given by 
sec 9 esc 9 Res03 = Resaidh — = — Resa2dh = — Kesa4dh 8 
As indicated by the above table, the Gauss map must take on the values ±e±t9 (with 
multiplicity 1) at the punctures a;. This is enough information to determine the 
21 
data (g, dh) up to a multiplicative factor. In fact, the symmetric placement of the 
punctures, 
a3 = 1 + e* - ai 
ai = l + ei<t> - a2 
allows us to express g and dh as 
t \ - _L_ p~e* 
W) -
 ei4>/2 • £/ 
dh = ^ ( a l ) - P( a2) dP 
8sin(9cos^ (p - p(ai))(p - p(a2)) 
= .^Im^pjax)) dp 
4sin9cos9 (p- p(ai))(p - p(a2)) 
The last expression for dh was obtained by using the reflection rule 
p(a2) = p(e*3T) = e"2iV(«i) 
The variable £ takes values in t G (0, oo). More to the point, given a triple (4>, 6, t), we 
can construct the Gauss map g on the torus C/A^. We then puncture said torus at 
the points a; where g(ai) = ±e± t e , which allows us to construct dh. It is easy to see 
that g is a degree 2 map, and so there are two possible choices for each of the af, there 
is also ambiguity in the ordering of the points a^. Via the following propositions, we 
can normalize these choices. We also point out that the Gauss map is purely real 
along one diagonal and purely imaginary along the other, and that it is an odd map. 
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Proposition 3.1. Again, let g denote the proposed Gauss map for the rhombic torus 
C / V Then g{z) = g(u3 - z). 
Proof. Naturally, it suffices to check this claim for the map (p — e3)(p')_1. Again, 
this follows after analyzing the divisor data for the two maps 
/ N PJZ) ~ e3 / N P(^3 -z)- e3 
Both ^i and gi have simple zeroes at 0 and at u>s and both have simple poles at u\ 
and u>2- From this we conclude that g\(z) = C • gi(u>3 — z). To determine that C = 1 
simply evaluate both functions at z — o;3/2 • 
Proposition 3.2. The Gauss map has 4 ramification points located along the diago-
nals, halfway between the vertices of the rhombus and the center u3. 
Proof. Every elliptic, degree 2 meromorphic function has 4 ramification points (with 
index 2 at each point), and to determine the location of these points we appeal to the 
previous proposition. The points so described in the hypothesis are invariant (mod 
{l,e**}) under the action z t—> u3 — z, and since the previous proposition implies 
g'(u>3 — z) = —g'(z), the proof is done. • 
Proposition 3.3. The triple (4>,0,t) € (0,TT) X (0,TT/2) U ( -TT/2 ,0) X E+ determines 
the same punctured torus that the triples (<j>, 9, —t) and (0, —0, t) determine, modulo 
a re-indexing of the punctures and a possible shift and/or 180° rotation of the torus. 
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Proof. Since <f> determines the torus, we only need to check that (6,t),(9,—t), and 
(—9, t) determine the same punctures up to re-ordering and a possible shift and 
rotation of the torus. Let t e l + and 9 € (0, n/2) be given. The Gauss map is 
a degree 2, branched cover over the sphere, C, that, by the previous claim, is ramified 
at points along the diagonals where it is purely real or purely imaginary. Since 9 ^ 0 
and 9 ^ ±7r/2 the point e%e has two pre-images under the map g: 
g-1{eie} = {a1,b1} 
From the first claim, we suspect that b\ = u3 — a\, but we need to make sure that 
a>3 — a,\ and a,\ are distinct points in the torus. This is immediate, though, since 
ai = u!3 — ai •<=>• 2ai = u)3 <=> a^ lies along a diagonal, which cannot happen 
since we are assuming that g(a\) = e%e which is neither real nor imaginary. Therefore, 
we may obtain one pre-image from the other by shifting and rotating the torus. 
Without loss of generality, choose the puncture to be ai. Because g is odd and 
because a3 = 1 + e1* — ax = —a\ we have that g(a3) = —e%e. This implies that the 
triple (cf),9,—t) corresponds to relabeling a3 i—• a\ or b3 i—• <n, the first of which is 
a simple re-indexing of the punctures, the second a shift and rotation followed by a 
re-indexing. 
Similarly, the choice (0, —9, t) corresponds to relabeling a2 i—> a : or b2 >-> a\, which 
completes the proof. • 
We also note that the map (p')(p — e3)_1 takes two curves, say 7J and 72, to the 
double ray e~**/2e,flR, where 71 joins UJ3 to ui and 72 joins CU2 to 0. By construction, 
the Gauss map g takes these curves to the ray el6R. A straightforward reflection 
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argument shows that the curves 7; are contained in the gray boxes indicated below. In 
particular, they cannot cross the boundary of the fundamental parallelogram (except 
at LJI and u!2) representing the rhombic torus. 
Figure 3.1: The Gauss Map 
We further normalize the situation by agreeing to label ai as the pre-image of eld 
under g, and we agree to puncture the torus at a,\ and its reflections. 
The Gauss map g is purely real and imaginary along the diagonals and the lines 
indicated above, and these are the only places where g takes on such values. As a 
result, for 6 ^ 0 or 9 ^ 7r/2, the punctures a; must be chosen to lie in the interiors of 
the indicated boxes. 
One More Parameter 
Because our expression for dh involes p(ai) - where a\ is determined by a choice for 
the triple (</>, 6, t) and our normalizing conditions - it will be beneficial to treat this 
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value as another variable. That is, we label 
s = p(ai) 
There is a straightforward relationship between s and £ that results from the differ-
ential equation satisfied by p: 
p'(ai)
 = p'(ai) _ * 
p(ai) - e3 s - e3 eiOe%<l>/2 
^ P'(ai)2
 = 1 ( g - e i ) ( g - e 2 ) = t2 
(s - e3)2 (s - e3) e2ieei<t> 
4e2 iV*(s -
 e i ) ( s - e2) - £2(s - e3) = 0 
This equation, along with our normalizing conditions, implicitly defines s as a 
function of our parameters, s = s(<j), 9, t). We also see that, for <f> ^ 0, n we have 
s = e\ or e2 -r=r> £ = 0 
s = e3 •<=*> t = oo 
Later we will show that s(<^ >, 0, t) depends analytically on (<f>, 9, t) € V, where V is our 
parameter space given by the open half-slab V = (0, n) x (0, ir/2) x (0, oo).We now 
rewrite our expressions for g and dh one last time and collect expressions for gdh and 
(l/9)dh: 
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= -L- . P~e3
 = ieP'(ai) . P ~ e 3 
ei<t>/2 p> s-e3 p' 
_.-i^>jM^f) dp. dh = ie 4sin9cos9 (p - s)(p - se_2i*) 
gdh = ieSW . tppL . P-*3 ^ 
4 sin 0 cos 0 ( p - s ) ( p - s e - 2 ^ ) 
^
 = ie-<*/2 . 1 . M e * * ) . 4 ( p - e i ) ( p - e 2 ) ^ 
g t 4 sin 0 cos 9 (p - s)(p - se'2^) 
3.2 The Period Problem 
For an arbitrary, four times punctured torus, we would have a 5-dimensional (real) 
period problem. Symmetries of our surface and necessary residues of our forms reduce 
this to a 2-dimensional one. In the case of the square torus, additional symmetry cuts 
this down to a 1-dimensional problem. 
The Periods of dh 
A straightforward computation confirms that the residues of dh are purely real; specif-
ically, they are given by ±(1/8) sec 9 esc 9. Along paths ji that enclose our punctures 
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a,- we therefore have 
/ , 
dh= ± 2 " 
... 8 sin 6 cos 9 
7i 
The bilinear relation applied to dz A dh then yields 
p r pO pe** re** pO 4 
0 = I I dz Adh= I dz I dh — I dz dh + 2m y] ajRjesaidh J JTI J\ Jo Jo Ji
 i=l 
where 71 is a parallelogram representing our torus, with vertices 0,1, el<t>, and 1 + el*. 
The residue sum above vanishes, leaving the equation 
f l re** 
i* dh = 
Jo Jo 
dh 
From this we conclude that if dh is to have purely imaginary periods, then the 
integrals above must vanish. Otherwise we are forced to conclude that e1^ G R which 
gives us a degenerate torus. 
Proposition 3.4. Let H(z) : C/A ,^ —> C be an odd function. If the periods of H(z)dz 
are integrable, then they vanish. 
Proof. Let /?i be the path parameterized by z(t) = t for t € [0,1], and let fi2 be 
parameterized by w(t) = 1 + e1^ — z(t). The double-periodicity of H and difference 
in direction between /3\ and #2 imply 
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f H(z)dz = - f H(w)dw 
f H(t)dt = - f H(l + ei<l>-t)dw(t) = I H(l + eH 
Jo Jo Jo 
•t)dt 
f H(t)dt 
Jo 
[ H(z)dz = 0 
J Pi 
Similar computations reveal that the integral of H along the remaining perimeter 
curve vanishes. • 
This allows us to conclude that there is no period problem for dh, for dh = H(z)dz 
where H(z) is odd. The above proposition then applies. If we let fa and fo denote 
the generators for /^(C/A^), then the first homology group for our punctured torus 
is generated by /?i,/?2,7i where each ji encloses a puncture. Since the integral of dh 
vanishes along the $ and is purely imaginary along the ji, the integral of dh along 
any cycle is purely imaginary. 
The Periods of gdh and (l/g)dh 
A careful but straightforward examination of the forms gdh and (l/g)dh and their 
behavior under reflection reveals 
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/ gdh = — I gdh 
J/3i J fa 
f -dh = - f -dh 
J & 9 J 02 9 
where j3i and /?2 are straight lines joining the origin to the points 1 and e1^, respec-
tively. As a result, we see that the horizontal period condition is solved along /3\ <=>-
it is solved along (32. 
It is also easily verified that along 7; the period condition fails in accordance 
with the desired double-periodicity of the surface; this follows from having set the 
residues of dh and values of g at the punctures equal to the residues and values of 
the Weierstrass data for the genus 0 surface. 
The Period Function 
Because the form dh has no periods, we will have an immersed, minimal surface with 
all of the desired properties provided we can solve the remaining horizontal period 
problem. The aforementioned symmetry requires that we only solve this problem 
along either /?i or /32; in other words, we will have our desired minimal surface provided 
/ gdh = I -dh. 
Jo Jo 9 
Using our expressions for g and dh, this equation simplifies significantly, yielding 
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Jo ( p - s ) ( p - s e - 2 ^ ) ' 3 | JQ (p-s)(p-se-W) 
l . - e ^ - e , ! / 1 r 6 3 a ^ ' f e — l ' - e s l e ' * t ^ ' ^ Z H,dx 
Jo ( p - s ) ( p - e - 2 ^ s ) •" 70 ( p - s ) ( p - s e - 2 ^ ) 
Define the Period Function for the triple (0,0, t) by the difference of these two 
expressions. That is, let 
F(<t>,6,t) = \s-e1\\s-e2\J , - — P~e3 -dx 
s)(p - e-^s) 
Jo (p - s)(p - se-W) 
Proposition 3.5. For any (f> e (0,7r) and any 6 e [0,7r/2], we have 
F ( ^ ^ 0 ) = | e 1 - e 3 | e 2 ^ = | e 2 - e 3 | e 2 ^ 
1
 dz_ 
e3 
F(<p,e,oo) = | e 3 - e i | | e 3 - e 2 | / — -
Jo P~ 
Proof. First, observe that because of the equation 
4e2*V*(5 - ei)(s - e2) - t2(s - e3) = 0 
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the parameter t = oo •<=>• s = 63, and t = 0 4=^ s = ei or s = e2. We obtain 
the equations above simply by evaluating the period function at s = e$ and s = e\ or 
e2. However, the first integrand in our expression for F has singularities when s — e\ 
and s = €2, and so more care is needed to perform the evaluation at these points. 
We only need to check that the first integral vanishes when taken over a small 
neighborhood of the point 1/2. Outside of this neighborhood, the integrand is 
bounded even as s —* e\, and since the coefficient tends to 0 as this happens, the 
entire expression vanishes. Now, over an interval [1/2 — 5,1/2 + 8] we use a result 
from [BF54] to conclude that what remains similarly tends to 0 as s —-> e\. One finds 
/ . 
\+* p - e 3 
- s)(p - e_2^s) dx M Jk-6 
dx 
-8 (P-S) M L $+* dx 
-5 ( p - p ( a i ) ) 
= \M\ 1 
P'(ai) 
l n ^ i l + 2 l C ( 0 l ) H* 
-<5 
where ((x) = — J p(x)dx,a(x) = e^^dx, and M is constant. If we let a\ —> uj\ = 
1/2, the above expression vanishes when we multiply it by the coefficient \s — e\\. • 
We have already noted that when t = 0,00 our four punctures a* become, respec-
tively, one or two punctures, with Oj = uiz for the former and a\ = w\ = 03 for the 
latter. It is clear that, in addition to this degeneration, the period problem fails when 
t = 0 (i.e. F((f>, 9,0) 7^  0), and it can be made clear that the period problem also fails 
when t = 00, which is the content of the following 
Claim 3.6. For 4> E (0,7r) and 0 E [0, TT/2] the complex number F(<fr, 9,00) ^ 0. 
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Proof. For a contradiction, suppose F(<p, 6, oo) = 0. That is, suppose 
"
x
 dx 
F(<f>,0,oo) = \e3-ei\\e3-e2\ / 
Jo 
y0 p(s) - e3 y0 
p(z) - e 3 
= 0 
2 cfa; 
) - e3 y0 p(s) - «3 
P ^ . ^ _
 = 0 
./o 
da; 
/0 "" p(ar) - e3 
For given t E [0,1/2] define the differentiable, real-valued function U(t) by 
£/(*) = Re ( fie* • -j^- 1 = f Re ( / e~'* ) dx 
\Jo P\x)-ezJ Jo \p{x)-e3J 
We obviously have £7(0) = 0, and, by assumption, we have £7(1/2) = 0, too. 
Therefore, there exists some t E (0,1/2) with U'(t) = 0. That is, for some t E (0,1/2) 
R e -7TT = 0 
p(t)-e3J p(t)-e3 
p(t) -e3E e~**R <=• p(i) G e_^R 
where, for the final conclusion, we used that e3 E e_t^IR. As we have already 
remarked, though, the Weierstrass p function for rhombic tori C/A^ only takes values 
in e~**R along the diagonals of the torus, providing us our desired contradiction • . 
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3.3 The Existence and Uniqueness of 5(l,7r/2) and 
Toroidal Deformations 
We now state our two main theorems and outline a strategy for their proof: 
Theorem 3.7. The function F(ir/2,6,t) = 0 <=^ 9 = TT/4 and t = t0 G (0,oo); 
where t0 is uniquely determined. In particular, there is only one way to puncture the 
square torus with respect to its rhombic symmetry (modulo our normalizing condi-
tions) so that it immerses as S(l,26); moreover, it must immerse as S(1,TT/2). 
Our strategy for proving Theorem 3.6 is straightforward. We show that the imaginary 
part of F(Tr/2,6,t) vanishes if and only if s E R which, when coupled with our 
normalizing conditions, forces 0 = TT/4. The Intermediate Value Theorem is used to 
show that the real part of this function vanishes for some choice of s, and hence for 
some choice of t. Finally, derivative estimates show that this real part is monotone 
in 5, establishing uniqueness. 
Theorem 3.8. For (j> sufficiently close to TT/2 there exists a pair (6, t) e (0,7r/2) x 
(0,oo) so thatF(<j),6,t) = 0. 
Our strategy for proving Theorem 3.7 is outlined in two steps: 
(1) Prove that DF^>t) has full rank at the point (ir/2, TX/A, t0) where F = \s — e3| • F 
relates the two functions. Again, we rely heavily on the Weierstrass p function for 
the square torus to prove this claim. 
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(2) Use the relationship between DF and DF to conclude that DF[e,t) has full rank 
at the point (n/2,Tr/4,t0). Lastly, appeal to the implicit function theorem to ensure 
the existence of (6, t) solving the period problem near <f> = ir/2. 
Remark: Our proof of Theorem 3.7 will actually demonstrate that 0{4>) and t{4>) 
depend smoothly on <j> near <f> = 7r/2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 
Setting 0 = 7r/2 simplifies our period function F. In this situation —e2 = e\ > 0, and 
e3 = 0. As a result se~2** = — s and 
F(Tr/2,6,t) = F(s) = \s2-e21\ f -. g -dx - \s\ f ._ ^ ~^ sdx 
Jo (p-s)(p + s) ' 7 0 (P~s)(p + s) 
In fact, because p is real valued along the interval [0,1] we may omit all of the 
conjugation in the second integral (except over s), yielding 
F(s) = \s2 - e\\ I -r—^ rdx - \s\ ^ , p2~e2' .dx 
UJo (p-s)(p + s) " i o ( p - s ) ( p + «) 
A solution will exist precisely when we find a value of s so that Re(F(s)) = 
Im(F(s)) = 0. Let us examine the latter condition first, computing the imaginary 
parts of each integrand. 
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Im
 ((^rferi)) - m^krw1- (W*> -™«>+s)) 
2p\x) , , s 
rlm(s) \p(x)-s\2\p(x) + s\* 
A similar computation reveals that the imaginary part of the second integrand is 
equal to 
•2p(xW(x)-e\) 
|P(X)-5|2|P(X) + S|2 
Together we have the equation 
Im(F(S)) . 2 (|S> - e?| / ^ 3 7 ^ ^ + W jf ^ f e ^ ) Ms) 
We claim that the terms of the sum are both positive and finite. This is evident for 
the first term, and for the second term one simply needs to recall that the value e\ is 
a local minimum for the real valued function <p{x) along the segment [0,1]. 
We see that when <j> = ir/2 the period function satisfies Im(F(s)) = 0 •<=>• 
Im(s) = 0. In other words, the parameter p(a,\) = s is strictly real, and this forces 
the puncture to lie along any of the lines that border the fundamental square, or 
along any of the dividing lines x = 1/2 or y = 1/2. Already, this forces 8 — ±7r/4 
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since s satisfies 
4ie2W(s2 - e\) = t2s 
As s2 — e\ and t2s are both real, we have no other choices for 6. Moreover, our 
other normalizing condition - that a\ be chosen along the curve 71 - forces us to pick 
|s| = s € (0, ei). This simplifies our expression for F(s) even more: 
F(s) = (e2 - s2) f ~^—2dx - s f ^ 4 d x Jo P2 ~ s2 Jo fp2- s2 
The period function we are now left with is differentiable in s as the variable ranges 
over (0,ei). In order to find that F(s) = Re(F(s)) = 0 we only appeal to the period 
function's continuity in s. Specifically, since 
F(0) = e ? / 1 ^ > 0 
Jo P 
and F(ei) = —e\ < 0, we have the existence of a point s0 where F(s) = 0. Denote 
this value of s by so-
Apriori, there could be multiple choices of a\ (or, equivalently, s) that satisfy 
Re(.F(s)) = F(s) = 0. A straightforward calculus-based argument shows that s0 is 
unique. Differentiating F(s) with respect to s yields 
f^2-eh, 2c2 f1 V2~e* ir 
7o P2~s2dX J0 (p2-52)2 
It is not difficult to argue that F'(s) < 0. We first note that as 0 < s < e\ < p(x) 
for all x G [0,1], all of the integrands in the above expression are positive. This 
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would complete the proof, were it not for the second integral term, whose coefficient 
is positive. Instead what we argue is that the first term is larger in modulus than the 
second term. Specifically, we claim 
Canceling a 2s from both sides we see that it suffices to prove 
Pi*) . / 2 „2x P(X) 
p(x)2 — s2 (p(x)2 — s2)2 
for all s E (0,ei) and all x € [0,1]. Again, this follows from the fact that p has a 
minimum at e\ along the segment [0,1]. 
2 „2 (x) -s2>e\-s 
1
 < l 
p(x)2 — s2 e2 — s 
2
 n2s P(x) ^ p(x) (4 - r)7zrzr-£ib*s—3i ^ (p(x)2 — s2)(p(x)2 — s2) p(x)2 — s2 
As a result, the function F(s) is monotone decreasing on (0,ei), and this completes 
our proof. In fact, this says a bit more than we set out to prove; for 4> = TT/2 there is 
precisely one pair (9, t) = (TT/A, t0) satisfying F(n/2,7r/4, t0) = 0.D 
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Proof of Theorem 3.7 
Differentiating the period function with respect to 9 and t results in unappealing 
formulae. To simplify matters, we instead work with the function 
e t ^ - ^
 dx+4j» f1 Uip-^i) dx 
Jo (p - s)(p - e-2"t>s) J0 (p-s^p-se2^) 
Technically this is a different function, but it agrees with F up to a positive, multi-
plicative factor. We name this function F and note 
F(<f>,9,t) = \s-e3\-F(<l>,e,t) 
Recall that s = e3 if and only if t = oo, as we noted in the last section of Chapter 
3. Since on the square torus s = s0 ^ e3, near the square torus s ^ e3; hence, the 
equation above relating F and F is non-degenerate. For 4> € (0, IT) and t 6 (0,oo), 
this function vanishes precisely when F does, and its Jacobian at (7r/2,7r/4, t0) agrees 
with the Jacobian of F. Also, we recall that the variable s is implicitly a function of 
<j), 9 and t, as determined by the equation 
4e2iV*(s - ei)(a - e2) - t2(s - e3) = 0 
Step (1). In order to differentiate F we establish the following notation 
F(<t>, 9, t) = t2B(s{<f), 9, t)) + 4e2i*C(s(0,9, t)) 
B(8) = C -, P - 6 8 . „.M 
Jo 
P~e3 
k (p - s)(p - se-2^)' 
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as) = i MP_-*) ^ 
Jo (P- s)(p - *e2**) 
Re(F) = iJ = *2Re£ + 4 cos 20 (ReC) - 4 sin 20 (ImC) 
Im(F) = I = t2lmB + 4 sin 20 (ReC) + 4 cos 20 (ImC) 
5(0,9, t) = u(0,0, t) + iv((t>, 6, t) 
We now differentiate R and / and then evaluate these expressions at p — (0o, 90, t0, s0) •• 
(ir/2,ir/4,to,so). 
Remark: The point p is written as though it is an element of R4. This error is 
intentional as our expressions will involve s as well as the variables 0,6, and t; these 
expressions remain simpler if the relationship between s0 and (TT/2, 7r/4, t0) is sup-
pressed. 
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dR 
dt 
2L 
dt 
dR 
89 
8£ 
89 
« /T, „ , NX of dReB du dReB dv\
 A f dReC du dReC dv' 
0/dImBdu dlmB dv\ dfdImCdu dlmC dv 
J.-6 I I 1 / 1 1 i = 2
"
t a B W ) +
^l , -5 i r* + -sr*/|-H"*r*+ * * 
2 fdReBdu dReB dv\ (dReCdu dReC dv 
\ du dO dv d9j V du 89 dv d9 
2 fdlmBdu 8lmB8v\ fdlmCdu dlmC dv\ 
1
 \~du~~dl + dv de) V 9u d9+ dv d9J 
All of the expressions on the right side of the equal signs are evaluated at p. Note 
that many terms vanish because <f>o = TT/2. NOW let us collect expressions for the 
derivative of s with respect to t and 9. Using the equation relating <f>, 9, t and s we 
find 
At the point ((f), 9, s, t) — (7r/2,7r/4, t0, s0) this expression simplifies a great deal: 
dsn 2ds 
--8s0 = 2toSo + t0-
ds 2£QSO 
dt tl + 8s0 
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Similarly, we compute the partial with respect to 6 and evaluate at (n/2,Tr/4,t0,so): 
8ie™j*{s -
 ei)(s - e2) + 4e«V* ( | ( s - e2) + g ( S - ex)) = * 2 g 
ds ds 
8i(e1-Sl)-8So-^ = t20-
ds_ _ 8i{e\ - s20) + 
de~ t20 + 8s0 E i 
Because the partials st and sg are, respectively, purely real and imaginary, our 
expression for the partials of the real and imaginary parts of F are nicely simplified. 
This follows from 
ds du dv 
~dt=~dt' =~di 
ds .dv du 
dl = %W 30 
Also, the partial It is simplified as, at this point, the imaginary parts of B(s) and 
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C(s) are both zero. These observations yield the following 
dR 
dt 
~ ^ „ / x
 0dReBdu dReC du 
= 2tReB(s) + t 2 - ^ - ^ - - 4 — — — 
<t>=Tr/2 OU Ot OU Ot 
dl_ 
dt = t 
, dlmB du . dlmC du 
4>=ir/2 du dt du dt 
dR 
de 
2dReBdv dReC dv 
<I>=-K/2 dv d9 dv dO 
dj_ 
dO 
9 dlmB dv t dlmC dv 
= ff 4 
</>=TT/2 dv dO dv dO 
We now differentiate B and C, each with respect to t and 0. To facilitate this 
process we first express the function B(s) in terms of the real and imaginary parts of 
s = u + iv: 
l(s) = B(u,v)= f 
Jo 
p-e3 
-dx -f 
Jo 
p-e3 
( p - s ) ( p - s e _ 2 < * ) J0 p2 - p(se-2i<^ + s) + e-2i*|s|2 dx 
-L P~es 0 p2 — 2pe~i<t'(u cos <f> — v sin<j>) + e~2i^ (u2 + v2) 
du = - f hue
-21
* - 2pe-**cos<fr\ P ~ e 3 (p2 - 2pe~i^(u cos<f>-v sin <j>) + e~2i^> (u2 + v2)f dx 
| ? = - f1 (2ve-2i* + 2pe-i*sm(f>) i - e 3 (p2 - 2pe~i(t>{u cos<t>-v sin <j>) + e_2i* (u2 + v2))2 dx 
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Evaluated at the point p - where, it bears reminding, the parameter so = 'Uo+^o = 
(u0,i>o) = (^0,0) - these partials become 
dB_ 
du = 2s0 / V JQ 
p 
(P2 - s20y dx eK"
1 
dB_ 
dv = 2% I 
v Jo 
1
 P2 
(P2 ~ si? dx € il 
A similar series of computations is carried out for the function C(s): 
C(s) = C(u,v) = f -^ 
Jo [p-
(UP- ed 
i2 - 2pe**(tt cos<f)-v sin (j>) + e2i<i>(u2 + v2)) dx 
8C_ 
du ./o 
I (2ue2^-2pe^cos</>) — J  v ' fe: 
(n p - ei) 
(p2 - 2pe^(ucos</> - vsm(j>) + ^{u2 + v2)Y zdx 
dC_ 
dv = - f hve
2
^ + 2pe^sin<£) — 
Jo ^ ' (&• 
(UP- ci) 
(p2 - 2pe (^ucos<?!> - vsin<j>) + e2i^(u2 + v2))' 
rdx 
dC_ 
du = 2s0 / p Jo 
1
 P2~e\ 
(P2 ~ si? 
dx e l + 
dC_ 
dv = - 2 t / Jo 
1
 P 2 - e 2 
(P2 - s2,)2 
^rda; 6 iM" 
We can simplify the partials of R and / even further. Because taking real and 
imaginary parts commutes with partial differentiation (of real variables), we find that 
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the imaginary parts of Bu and Cu along with the real parts of Bv and Cv are all zero. 
This leaves 
dR 
dt 
n,
 n , ^
 d u
 (\ldB AdC 
di_ 
at = o 
dR 
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= 0 
dl_ 
86 
dvl /2dB ,dC 
= _ _ ti—- -A-— 
v d6i\°dv dv 
The differential of our function F at the point p therefore has determinant given 
by Rt • IQ It is evident that Ie{p) > 0, and as a result we focus our efforts on proving 
that Rt(p) ^ 0. 
First we record 
dR 
at 
n „ , x j d u fdB 4 dC 
Lr., s du fdB 4 9C\\ 
to B(SQ) -10 
2t0sQ fdB 4 dC 
tl + 8s0 \ du to du 
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We now use the relations 
a m - 4) 
so 
rQ + 8s0 = 4(ej + *8) 
so 
to rewrite our expression for Rt. We have 
dR 
dt ,=H2B(so)"2s°'5MU-i| •*)) 
^(flW-^.fclf"--* 22 
e l + s0 V ^ e l — s0 ®U 
n ST,, s ( e\~sl 9B 4 dC\\ 
The second term in the parentheses can be bounded above by B(so). This follows 
directly from writing out this second term: 
e\-sl 8B si dC 2 D2 /•! 
e\ + si du e\ + si du ° e\ + si J0 (p2 - s2,)2""" ' e\ 
2 e i ~ so f 
'el l  
1 o2 _ ,J2 
rdx + i f L Z  *2- 2^2 
-g) dx 
^ ( ( e ? _ s 2 ) I P (P 2 -* 2 , ) 2 da; + SQ A1 e 2 - p 2 7o (p2-sl)-rd,X 
H (felt 
i + si \Jo 
sip + sQe\ - s0p2 
2 _
 0 2\2 (p -sl) dx 
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The numerator in the final term is easy to bound. Recall that 0 < so < £\ < P along 
the path of integration. We therefore bound 
Soe\ - s0p2 < s0e\ - sQe\ = 0 
so that the numerator is bounded by e\p — s^p = (e2 — sfyp. In addition, we have 
1 1 
< P2 ~4 ei ~ 4 
from which we conclude that the above expression is bounded above by 
2±_ f1 P(e2 - 4) ^
 = _2±_ f p ^ 
2+ 4 Jo (P2 - 4)(4 - 4) 4 +4 Jo p2-4 e  
Finally, the coefficient in front of the integral is easily bounded by 1 since 
e1 -t sQ > s0 + s0 = zs0 
All together, this implies 
e\-sl dB si dC\ f1 p
 J 
S
°-^T4"^ ^T4-^)<J0^^4dx-B{So) 
This shows that Rt(p) > 0. Combined with the fact that hip) > 0 we find that 
det£>F(fl)t)(p)>0. 
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Step 2. To argue that DF{e,t)ip) has full rank at p we relate their (0,t) Jacobians: 
F(<f>,0,t) = \s-e3\-1-F{<i>,O,t) 
Rg Rf 
h h \le hJ 
, - i * \ {s-ezl^-R {s-e^-R 
^ \s-e3\el-I \s-es\t1 -I J 
+ \8-ea\~1 
Re Rt 
V /. h ) 
where R = Re(F) and / = Im(F). Evaluating these expressions at p, where R = I = 
R = I = 0, e3 = 0, and s = s0 yields 
/ 
V 
0 Rt 
h 0 
\ 
/ 
l_ 
so 
Re Rt 
\ h h ) 
As a result, the (9, i)-Jacobian of F{<f>, 0, t) has full rank at p. 
The implicit function theorem now implies that for cf> near TT/2 the parameters 6 
and t depend smoothly on (j> and may be chosen so that F(4>, 0((p),t((j>)) = F(<f>) = 0. 
This finishes our proof. • 
3.4 Additional Remarks 
Unfortunately, the functions 0((p) and i(0) are not easily analyzed, but their behavior 
under the transformation >^ i—>• (7r — 0) is easily understood. 
Proposition 3.9. / / (4>, 0, t) vanishes under F, then so does the triple (TT — </>, 7r/2 — 
e,t) 
Proof. First, we establish that s(n — (j),ir/2 — 9,t) = s(<f>,9,t). This follows from a 
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straightforward analysis of the equation that defines s. Specifically, 
le2ieei*(s-e1){s-e2) = t2(s-e3) 
Ae-^e-^is - e[)(s - ej) = t2(s - ej) 
The second equation defines the function s. Given any odd integer n, the change 
of parameters <f> h-¥ IT — <f> and 6 i—> n7r/2 — 0 imply that s and s satisfy the same 
equation. To see this, we first note that the invariants ej(<£) satisfy e^ir — (f>) — ei(4>)-
We now substitute into the first equation, yielding 
4 e2i(n,r/2-*) e i0r-*)(a _ - ^ _ - j = ^ _ ^ 
=• 4e-2iee-^{s - el)(5 - gj) = i2(s - e£) 
=• s(?r - 0, n?r/2 -6,t) = s(</>,5, t) 
However, since we choose 6 € (0,7r/2) the only allowable value of n is n = 1. This 
establishes the desired property. 
Now we claim that F(<f>, 0, t) = F(TT — <f>, n/2 — 6, t), which finishes the proof. To 
see this, we show that it is true for the functions B((j),0,t) and C(4>,6,t). Because 
the p function and its associated invariants e* satisfy 
p(z; ir-<f>) = p(z; <f>) 
ei(TT - ( />) = ei{<t>) 
under this transformation of variables, the function B becomes 
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B(«-6,*/2-6,t) = I , . P ^ - f ) - 6 3 ^ _dx K* 4>,*/2-o,t) T r 7 — £ ( 5 £ i 5)(p(x;7r-^) -se2^) 
Jo pi 
p(a;;0)-e3(0)) ^ 
o p(x; 4>) - s)(p{x\ <j>) - se2i<t>) 
In the expression above, the parameter s now depends on -K — cj> and 7r/2 — 9. We 
may replace the s terms above with s, giving 
B(,-M-t,t) = £(Wt)_«fcf_^)*-B(t,,,t) 
An analogous computation with the function C(4>,9,t) gives 
C{ir-4>,ir/2-d,t) = C(<l>,e,t) 
Finally, because F = t2B + Ae2i<i>C we have 
F(ir - $, TT/2 -6,t) = t2B((f>, 9, t) + 4e"2i0C(0,9, t) = F(<j), 9, t) 
This completes the proof • 
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Corollary 3.10. For 0 sufficiently close to ir/2 the functions 6{(f>) and t{4>) satisfy 
e(ir -</>) = TT/2 - 6(<fi) 
t(ir-<t>) = t(<f>) 
In other words, the function 6{(j>) — 7r/4 is odd about the point <j> = TT/2, whereas 
the function t(0) — to is even about <f> — TT/2. Therefore, to demonstrate that the 
values of 6 are changing as the torus parameter 4> changes, we simply need to argue 
that 6(4>) is non-constant. 
Remark: One is tempted to show, for example, that it is impossible to solve the 
period problem on the hexagonal torus <f> = TX/Z with 9 = 7r/4, but we have had no 
success in doing this. Similarly, a maximum principle at infinity (such as used in 
[MIW07]) seems useful in demonstrating that 6 = 7r/4 => 0 = n/2, but, again, results 
in this direction have not yet been obtained. 
However, it should be noted that based on observations of Weber-Hoffman-Wolf 
[WHW03] and Weber[Web02] regarding the uniqueness of the underlying torus upon 
which the singly periodic genus one helicoid is based, we suspect that 5(1,26) cannot 
be be obtained by appropriately puncturing arbitrary rhombic tori. In particular, 
letting 4>Q denote the value of <fr upon which H{\) is defined, it should follow that for 
all 4> $• (ir — (fio, 0o) it is impossible to puncture C/A^ in such a way to obtain 5(1,26). 
This leads to the following: 
Conjecture 3.11. For all 6 e (O,7r/4],5(1,20) ^ C/A^ - {ai,a2,a3,a4} => <f> G 
(7T-0O,0o) 
Chapter 4 
The Analytic Curve and Flat 
Structures 
In this section we obtain useful gdh and (l/g)dh flat structure representations for 
the surfaces 5(1,20); these structures are parameterized by a triple (£, 9, a). We first 
show that the period condition F((/>, 9, t) — 0 determines an analytic curve in ((f), 9, t)-
space. Prom this we conclude that the surfaces 5(1,20) exist until one (or more) of 
the parameters (<p,Q,t) degenerate. As a consequence, associated gdh and (\/g)dh 
flat structures exist until one (or more) of the parameters (£, 9, a) degenerates. 
4.1 The Analytic Curve 
The function F(4>, 9, t) = R((/), 9, t)+il(<f>, 9, t) is analytic in 0,9, and t for (</>, 9, t) G V. 
This follows from the definition of F: 
# f1 EZ i2
 dx + 4 e ^ f1 H ( p - e l ) dx 
Jo {p-s){p-e-2^s) J0 (p-s)(p-se2i<i>) 
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For non-degenerate values of <j>, the Weierstrass p function p(z; r) is analytic in both 
z and r = e1^, and hence so are the values et = p(uJf, r) . Clearly the functions t2 and 
e2^ depend analytically on t and 0, respectively. The only other parameter we need 
to check is s = s((f>, 0, t). 
Proposition 4.1. The function s(<f>,9,t) is analytic on V 
Proof. From the equation relating s to the variables </>, 6, and t we have that s(<j>, 6, t) 
is given by 
- (4e2iee^e3 - t2) ± ^(4e2iee^e3 - i2)2 - 16e2i9e^ ( ^ e ^ e ^ + t2e3) 
8e2ifle^ 
This will depend analytically on #, </>, and £ provided the discriminant does not vanish. 
Observe that on the square torus, this expression becomes 
i (y^ + 64e2-*2) 
For an arbitrary choice of (cj),0, t) € V, the discriminant vanishes if and only if 
t4 - 24e2i9ei%t2 + 16e4'0e2^(e2 - exe2) = 0 
t4 - 48e2ieRe (e*ei) £2 + 16e4iee2^ (e2 +
 e i e 2 + e
2) = 0 
t4 - 48e2ieRe (e*ei) i2 + 16e4ifl (2Re (e2^e2) + | e i |2) = 0 
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From this we can solve for t2, which will be given by 
48e2ieRe (e**ei) ± ^482e4i(?Re (e^d)2 - 64e4ie (2Re (e2'*e?) + |ei|2) 
Re (e^d) ± ^482Re(e^ei)2 - 64 (2Re (e2^e2) + |ex|2) e
2iB 
We now analyze the expression in the radical above. The first term is clearly 
positive, and we next argue that the second term is positive as well. First, when 
<f> = ix/2 the second term is 64 (—e2) < 0. If this term ever vanishes for some value of 
<j) we would have 
2Re((e^e1)2) = - | e 1 | 2 = - | e ^ e 1 | 2 
2(u2 - v2) = -u2 - v2 
3u2 = 0 
where we have notated el*ej = u + iv. In particular, this term vanishes if and only if 
e^ei is purely imaginary. However, this would imply 
ex = pie'** =>e2 = e'^el = -ex 
=> 0 = ei + e2 = - e 3 =*• 0 = 7r/2 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, this term never changes sign, no matter the 
value of 4>. As a consequence, the expression in the radical is a non-negative real 
number, and so we have that t2 = e2%eK for some K £ R. This is only possible if 
9 = 0,0 = IT/2, or K and hence t2 = 0. Of course, this only happens on the boundary 
of P, not in the interior, which finishes the proof D 
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We can now conclude that the functions R(<f),Q,t) and I((f), 6, i) are analytic in 
V. Moreover, the solution curve determined by R = I = 0 necessarily contains an 
analytic arc passing through the point (TT/2,TT/4, to). We have already established 
that, near this point, 9 and t are functions of (f>. As a result, the solution curve 
cannot be braned at (7r/2,7r/4,t0)-
Using Sullivan's Local Euler Characteristic Theorem (see [Har74]), we know that 
this solution curve must be extendable. Moreover, because of the uniqueness result 
from Theorem 3.6, it is therefore impossible for this solution curve to "close up" 
within the slab V. The picture below illustrates the type of behavior the curve must 
exhibit near this point: 
Figure 4.1: The analytic curve F((j), 0, t) — 0 
We are forced to conclude that the solution curve necessarily intersects dP = 
{(0,6,t) : <f> E {0,7r} or t E {0, oo} or d E {0,7r/2}}. Even if the curve branches at 
certain points, again by [Har74] there is always at least one path that persists. Unfor-
tunately, the possible limit points in dV are difficult to identify since the parameters 
(0,6, t) are not well adapted to detect when the period condition fails; in particular, 
it is difficult to demonstrate that R ^ 0 or / ^ 0 when, say, the parameter <j> —• 0, n. 
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It is possible to restrict one particular degeneration, though. 
Remark: Let x € [a, b] with a and b possibly infinite. Here and for the remainder of 
the paper x* will denote an interior value of the real variable x, e.g. <j>* € (0,7r). We 
will say that the variable x does not degenerate if x —* x*, and we will say that x 
does degenerate otherwise. 
Proposition 4.2. The period problem becomes impossible to solve as ((f), 6, t) —* 
(0*,0,oo) or ( 0 , 0 , i ) - ( 0 * , M ) . 
Proof. This follows from looking at the period function F(<f>,0,t), which is given by 
Jo (p - s)(p - e-*+8) J0 (p_ s ) (p_ s e 2 ^) 
Observe that the parameter 6 appears implicitly, as a variable upon which s depends. 
The integrands remain bounded since (f> does not degenerate, and if i —>• 0 then 
s —+ e\ or s —• €2, and as we have already noted, at these values F = e2l(*. Similarly, 
as t —> oo, s —* e3 where F = oo. In either case, F ^ O and so the period problem is 
unsolved • 
We would like to argue that if 0 degenerates, then the period problem fails, but this 
is difficult to do. Instead, we assume that the period problem is solved and thereby 
obtain flat structures that are parameterized by new coordinates, (£, 9, a) where £ € 
(0, oo) and a € (0,7r/2). Certain degenerations of these geometric coordinates yield 
contradictions, while other degenerations will imply that <f> cannot degenerate. 
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4.2 Flat Structures 
As described in [WWa], a one-form rj on a Riemann surface 7Z gives rise to a cone 
metric. In particular, if z is a local coordinate on 7t, then one can use rj = f(z)dz to 
define a line element dsn by 
dsv = \T)\ = \f(z)\\dz\ 
Away from the zeroes and poles of rj, the metric dsv has curvature 
K = -j^dd\ogf(z) = 0 
since / is meromorphic. 
At a zero or pole p of 77, we have 77 = (zk + higher-order terms)dz, and so dsn is 
isometric to a Euclidean cone metric with cone angle 2n(k + 1) at p. In particular, 
because dsv is a cone metric of non-positive curvature, unique geodesies in a given 
homotopy class are guaranteed to exist, provided the curves do not pass through a 
pole or zero of 77 (see [?] for more details). 
The developing map D : 71 —• TV given by 
D(z) = J\ 
takes 77-geodesics in 71 to straight lines, and is conformal except at the finitely many 
points where 77 has a zero. Akin to Riemann's original constructions, the surface TV 
is built so that D(z) has a well defined inverse; the important distinction is that TV is 
obtained as a polygonal domain in C with identifications. This is accomplished by de-
veloping enough 77-geodesics in 7l\ these representations are called the flat structure 
representations of r\. 
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For minimal surfaces, the one-forms gdh and (l/g)dh underly useful cone metrics 
\gdh\ and \(l/g)dh\, respectively. Recall that the horizontal period condition is given 
by 
/ gdh = / -dh 
A 7 7 5 
This condition is satisfied provided that the gdh-geodesic and the (l/^)d/i-geodesic 
belonging to the homology class of 7 develop into conjugate line segments. Hence, the 
horizontal period condition can easily be built into the flat structure representations 
for gdh and (l/g)dh. 
Conversely, one can start with proposed gdh and (l/g)dh flat structures, con-
structed so that the horizontal period problem is solved, and typically represented 
as polygons with various edges identified. These flat structures will determine some 
compact Riemann surface with punctures, but it is not clear that they will determine 
the same one. 
The (horizontal) period problem is in this manner replaced by a question of con-
formal type. Even with the period problem restricting the possible gdh and (l/g)dh 
flat structures, there are often a number of free parameters left undetermined (typi-
cally the lengths of the polygon's edges). One is then required to demonstrate that for 
some choice of these parameters, enough conformal invariants agree, ensuring that the 
pair of flat structures represent one-forms defined on the same underlying Riemann 
surface. 
After accomplishing this, one then has to verify that the vertical period problem 
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is solved, but this is often accomplished by making use of the fact that 
dh = \ (gdh) I -dh 
Moreover, the entire procedure is facilitated by the presence of symmetry within the 
Riemann surface 71, for lines of symmetry on 1Z are necessarily 77-geodesics. 
4.2.1 Some Examples 
Thurston's Rhombic Torus 
Here is a helpful example of a flat structure due to Thurston. Let 71 be a rhombic 
torus C/Aj, and let 77 = -j^Le • Then 77 has double zeros at points equivalent to the 
origin and a double pole at points equivalent to uz, as indicated in the figure below 
/ ^r 
v*T 
^ ^ \ 
\ ^ v 
O O 2 
^ *^ \ 
t^r 
^ r i 
^% 
Figure 4.2: Divisor Data for r\ 
The lines of symmetry are necessarily geodesies in the ds^-metric. The dotted 
paths drawn above are supposed to indicate the ds^-geodesic in the homotopy class 
of paths joining the origin to Ui for i = 1,2. We develop the following flat structure 
based on this information, which is easily described as the exterior of some rhombic 
torus. 
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^ D a 
Figure 4.3: Flat Structure for r\ 
A neighborhood of the double pole develops to a planar region (as opposed to a 
cylindrical region that would correspond to a neighborhood of a simple pole), and the 
double zero develops to a cone point with cone angle 6ir, as can be verified by making 
use of the identifications. 
We also point out that the relationship between the rhombus appearing in the 
flat structure representation for rj and the rhombus used for our torus C/A^ is not 
simple or straightforward; only for the square torus 4> = n/2 do these two shapes 
coincide. For more general rhombic tori, one can obtain this relationship by, for 
example, solving an extremal length problem, but we will save this digression for the 
appendix. 
It is also worth using this example to point out an important difference between 
these singular Euclidean (or cone) metrics obtained from one forms and regular Eu-
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clidean metrics of non-positive curvature. Specifically, it is possible for two distinct 
geodesies to share a common sub-geodesic; more to the point, it is possible for the 
union of two cone-metric geodesies to give rise to a new cone-metric geodesic. The 
point at which these two geodesies meet is necessarily a zero of the one form r\. This 
is readily apparent even in Thurston's example, as indicated by Figure 4.4 below. 
,.'u)2 
Figure 4.4: Cone Metric Geodesic 
The geodesic in the homotopy class of all paths joining u>2 to the indicated point 
p is the union of the two geodesies, 71 and 72, the former ending at 77's double zero 
and the latter starting at it. We see that the geodesies joining u>2 to the point p' and 
u2 to the point r, however, do not have this property. Moreover, the geodesic joining 
UJ2 to the point q is the union of the two geodesies 71 and 73. Although the geodesies 
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7i U 72 and 71 U 73 share a common sub-arc, they are distinct. 
It is important to keep such possibilities in mind, especially when devising flat 
structure representations for given 1-forms; some times, geodesies are forced to pass 
through a zero before reaching their desired endpoint. 
The Helicoid "on its side" 
Here is another straightforward example: the helicoid "on its side." To develop a 
convenient gdh flat structure for this minimal surface, observe that the gdh and 
(l/g)dh flat structures for any surface agree with the gdh and (l/g)dh flat structures 
for its conjugate surface, up to rotation (see, for example, [WebOl]). Hence, we can 
use a catenoid on its side to develop the gdh flat structure for a helicoid on its side. 
,a ,b 
Figure 4.5: gdh flat structure for the helicoid "on its side" 
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The corresponding (l/g)dh flat structure looks exactly the same, only the points a 
and b are relabeled a «-• b 
The Scherk-Karcher Surface 5(1,TT/2) 
Here is another illustrative example, one that also has relevance to our problem. 
Let 1Z — C/ATT/2 — {01,02,03,04} be our punctured square torus corresponding to 
the triple ((f), 9, t) = (7r/2,7r/4, to). As we have already noted, the punctures Oj are 
required to lie along the lines of symmetry depicted below; the divisor data for gdh 
and (l/g)dh are also depicted. Again, because lines of symmetry are geodesies for 
gdh 0/g)dh 
Figure 4.6: gdh and (l/g)dh divisor data for S(l,n/2) 
both cone metrics \gdh\ and \(l/g)dh\, we develop the following flat structures: 
Observe that the period problem is solved if and only if the #d/i-geodesic and 
(l/^)d/i-geodesic belonging to the homology class of the line segment joining 0 and 1/2 
(and, by reflection, those joining the other half-period points) develop into conjugate 
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\ 
N--v' ,-
X' 
x 
V 
Figure 4.7: gd/i and (l/g)dh flat structures for S(l,ir/2) 
line segments of the same length £. 
The only free parameter in these flat structures is this length £. In this problem, 
it is sufficient to consider one conformal invariant, namely the Extremal Length of a 
particular set of curves. On the gdh flat structure, the Extremal Length is given by one 
value, and on the (l/g)dh flat structure it is given by another, possibly different value. 
We will review the notion of Extremal Length in the next section, but, as proven in 
[WWb], there is a finite choice of £ for which these two values agree. Moreover, as 
with our uniqueness result concerning the square torus, there is only one such value 
of £ for which this happens. 
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The Surfaces S(0,29) and Their Limit 
We now revisit the family of surfaces 5(0,26) and develop the flat structure repre-
sentations for the forms gdh and (l/g)dh. The underlying Riemann surface % is the 
complex sphere punctured at the four points zte±ld. To develop gdh, for example, we 
first slit the surface 11 along gdh geodesies joining the punctures to the origin and 
infinity. 
Figure 4.8: A slit Riemann surface 
The form dh is given by 
dh = izdz U(z ± e±ie) 
and since g(z) = z we see that gdh has a double zero at the origin and is regular at 
infinity. Moreover, the real and imaginary axes are lines of symmetry for both gdh 
and (l/g)dh, hence are geodesies in both cone metrics, and therefore develop into 
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vertical and horizontal line segments, respectively. All of this allows us to construct 
a flat structure representation for gdh over one quadrant of the above complex plane. 
\ 
oo 
oo 
Figure 4.9: gdh for 5(0,20) 
The dotted lines in Figure 4.9 are identified via the translation vector v = Keseiegdh = 
tfe10 esc 6 sec 6, and the points labeled 0 and oo correspond to the origin and the point 
at infinity in the underlying Riemann surface. The length of the vertical segment is 
given by 
Vertical Length = V(6) = / 
Jo 
t2dt 
t4 + 2t2 cos(20) + 1 
while the length of the horizontal segment is given by 
Horizontal Length =me) = r 
Jo 
t2dt 
t4 - 2t2 cos(20) + 1 
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We note here that H(8) = V(6) ^ > 9 = TT/4 where H(ir/4) = V(w/4) = n/(2y/2). 
Moreover, when 6 degenerates to 0 or ir/2 one of these lengths becomes infinite while 
the other remains finite. In fact, we have 
F(0) = oo # ( 0 ) = TT/4 
1/(TT/2) = TT/4 #(TT/2) = OO 
If we let the vertical length tend to infinity, then these flat structures can be cut 
and re-assembled to limit on the following representation 
This shape corresponds to the gdh flat structure for H(0) (on its side), as presented 
in Figure 4.5. It was obtained by cutting the vertical line segment at a point p midway 
between the points labeled 0 and oo, removing this piece and gluing it along the 
dashed line so that the point labeled oo has one representative that remains within 
finite distance of the point labeled 0. Also, the corresponding (l/g)dh flat structures 
look exactly the same, except that the roles of oo and 0 have been reversed. This 
is the type of limiting behavior we will be able to observe for the more complicated 
surfaces S( 1,20). 
4.2.2 Remarks on the Developing Map and Teichmiiller Space 
In their constructions, [WWa], Weber-Wolf typically assumed a maximum amount of 
symmetry. As a result, the flat structure representations for gdh and (l/g)dh likewise 
enjoy a great deal of symmetry. So much so, in fact, that these structures can often 
be "folded" down to simply connected regions bounded by line segments and rays 
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Figure 4.10: gdh for 5(0,0) 
that meet at 90° and 270°; such domains are called orthodisks. 
When working with orthodisks, the gdh and (l/g)dh geodesies that join various 
0's, poles and regular points often overlap, and, as a result, the conformal map that 
necessarily exists between the gdh and (l/g)dh flat structures is forced to be edge-
preserving. As a result, the flat structures are not merely conformally equivalent but 
Teichmuller equivalent (see [Ahl66] or [Nag88] for more details about this notion). 
Figure 4.7 depicts non-simply connected flat structure representations for gdh 
and {\/g)dh. However, orthodisks are available in this setting; they are obtained by 
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Figure 4.11: Orthodisk flat structures for 5(l,7r/2) 
developing the region indicated in Figure 4.8 above. 
Orthodisks will not be available for the surfaces 5(1,20). This follows because 
symmetry is necessarily destroyed by moving away from the square torus. Hence, 
the gdh and (l/g)dh flat structures that we will develop will only be conformally 
equivalent, not Teichmiiller equivalent, as they are obtained from Riemann surfaces 
that have been slit differently. 
4.3 The (l/g)dh Flat Structure for 5(1,20) 
For minimal surfaces 5(1,20) near the Scherk-Karcher surface 5(l,7r/2), we obtain 
(l/g)dh-fl.at structures such as the ones depicted below in Figure 4.9. 
The figure depicts one quarter of the (l/g)dh flat structure, developed from the 
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Figure 4.12: (l/g)dh flat structure for 5(1,29) 
quarter of the underlying rhombic torus depicted on the left. The paths joining 
various half-period points, as well as paths joining half-period points to the puncture 
(the solid and dotted paths, respectively), are (l/<jf)d/i-geodesics, and so they develop 
to (correspondingly solid and dotted) straight line segments. 
Observe that the horizontal and vertical lines of symmetry develop to vertical 
and horizontal lines of symmetry. Also note that the geodesic joining LJ\ to the 
puncture a\ is chosen to meet the other two geodesies (the solid paths) at 90°. This 
geodesic develops into a ray, and in the flat structure representation shown above, it 
is depicted as two, identified rays; the identification is obtained via the translation 
v i-» 2m • Resai (gdh) + v. The length of this translation vector is 7r/4 sec 9 esc 9 and 
is the hypotenuse of the dotted triangle depicted above. 
The complete (l/g)dh flat structure is obtained by reflecting the depicted quarter 
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across the orthogonal lines of symmetry, and then making appropriate identifications 
between the edges labeled with length t. 
We also remark here that the value a must lie in (0,7r/2). If a = 0, for example, 
then the geodesic joining the half-period points uj\ and 0J2 would coincide with the 
geodesic joining u>\ to 0*3, which is a line of symmetry in the torus and the flat 
structure. While it is possible for the intersection of two cone-metric geodesies to 
contain more than a single point, as we have already remarked, this can only happen 
if one of these geodesies approaches a zero or a pole of the cone-metric. Since this is 
not the case with our \{l/g)dh\ cone-metric and either line of symmetry, we conclude 
that a cannot equal 0 or 7r/2. 
Additionally, neither of the edges marked with an i can intersect a line of sym-
metry, since if this were to happen the hypotenuse of the dotted triangle would have 
to vanish, which is impossible since this value is, again, given by 7r/4 sec 0 esc 0. 
In summary, (l/g)dh flat structures are parameterized by a triple (£,Q,a) € 
(0,00) x (0,7r/2) x (0,7r/2), and possess quarters that we may represent via diagrams 
such as the one given above. 
4.4 The gdh Flat Structure for 5(1,20) 
If we similarly depict the ^d/i-geodesics joining the half-period points and the punc-
ture, we develop the following flat structure representation for a corresponding quarter 
of the rhombic torus. We have presented two flat structure representations for the 
gdh flat structure. The second one is obtained from the first by cutting along the 
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T sec 6 — 2£ cos a p 
(f + °) 
^ esc 0 — 21 sin a 
Figure 4.13: gdh flat structure for 5(1,2(9) 
dotted geodesic, and then gluing along the identified, solid geodesic(s). In the top 
picture, the solid lines are identified, and in the bottom picture the dotted lines are 
identified. The complete flat structure is similarly recovered by reflecting cross the 
horizontal and vertical line segments and making appropriate identifications. 
Again, the straight line segments of length £ in the above picture are the developed 
gd/i-geodesics that belong to the same homology class as the Euclidean line segments 
joining various half-period points along the perimeter of the rhombus that represents 
our torus (at the initial Riemann surface, these geodesies coincided with the Euclidean 
line segments). 
We remark that, a priori, it is possible for the g-d/i-geodesics joining two half-
period points to coincide with a line of symmetry; this possibility exists because the 
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two lines of symmetry cross the double-zeroes of the form gdh. However, because 
the gdh flat structure and the (l/g)dh flat structure enjoy a conjugacy relationship 
corresponding to a solved period problem, the angles between the lines of symmetry 
and such geodesies are necessarily given by the values indicated above, namely TT — a 
and 7r/2 + a. If these geodesies were to coincide for some surface 5(1,20), then we 
would have a = IT or a = —TT/2, but, as previously noted, the parameter a can only 
take values in (0, n/2). 
In summary, quarters of the gdh flat structures are represented by diagrams such 
as the ones given above, and are parameterized by the same triple (£, 6, a) used to 
parameterize (l/g)dh. 
4.5 A Bit More About Both Structures 
The flat structures feature three undetermined parameters: £, 0, and a. Observe that 
a non-degenerate triple of these geometric coordinates (£, 6, a) corresponds to a non-
degenerate triple of our original coordinates (<f>,0,t). We also record the following 
relationships between £ and the underlying 1-forms: 
2£ = 2 f \gdh\ = f gdh\ 
f 1 1 I I Z " 1 1 
= 2 / \-dh\ = \ -dh 
J-y-\9 I \Jo 9 
where 7+ and 7_ denote the respective gdh- and (l/g)d/i-geodesics homologous to 
the line segment [0,1/2]. 
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The gdh flat structure also reveals key relationships between the parameters £, 9, 
and a. Specifically, 
7T 
— sec 0 — 21 cos a > 0 4 
-csc 0 - 2 ^ sin a > 0 4 
From these inequalities we find 
t -> oo <=>• 0 ->Q and a —• n/2 
or 
^ -> oo <*=*> 0 -> 7r/2 and a —> 0 
In particular, if the parameter £ degenerates to oo, then the parameter 0 degenerates 
as well, which will imply that 5(1,20) exists for every 0 G (0,7r/2). 
4.6 The #d/i Flat Structure for H(l) 
Finally, because we claim that our surfaces limit on the singly periodic, genus-one 
helicoid (on its side), we include here the gdh flat structure for this surface. 
Again, similarly indicated edges are identified, and note the relationship with or 
similarity to the gdh flat structure for the genus zero helicoid on its side. Indeed, 
the presence of this "added corner" (as well as the helicoidal ends) confirms, at least 
morally or intuitively, that this is an accurate depiction of gdh for H(l). 
We will be able to make this conclusion more precise by analyzing the form gdh 
that gives rise to this flat structure. One way to accomplish this is to develop the 
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J\. 
gdh 
\r 
Figure 4.14: gdh flat structure for H(l) "on its side" 
gdh flat structure for the singly periodic, genus one helicoid (on its side); indeed, this 
form will necessarily have divisor data (double zeroes and double poles) that give rise 
to Figure 4.14. 
Another way to understand the above figure as the gdh flat structure for W(l) 
is to also develop the conjugate flat structure for (l/g)dh. In theory, one can then 
use these two representations to deduce that the form dz\ = (l/g)dh — gdh has two 
helicoidal ends. However, this is not easily accomplished. Instead, when we obtain the 
above figure as a limit of gdh flat structures for the surfaces S(l, 20), we will be able 
to understand the form gdh (as well as (l/g)dh) in terms of the parameters ((f), 6, t). 
Along with a straightforward residue calculation, this will allow us to conclude that 
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dz\ has two simple poles with purely imaginary residues. Combined with the adjusted 
Gauss map G(z) = (l — g(z))/(l +g(z)), we will have data (G, dz\) that is asymptotic 
to the Weierstrass data for H(l), just as occurred in the genus zero case. This will 
establish that our limit surface is singly periodic with helicoidal ends. A uniqueness 
result for H{1) (see [WHW03]) will then imply that this surface agrees with H(l) up 
to a rescaling. 
Chapter 5 
Producing the Genus One Helicoid 
5.1 Limits Restricted by Extremal Length 
In this section we use various extremal lengths to demonstrate that certain degenera-
tions of our surfaces are impossible. As a result of our deformation theorem (Theorem 
3.8), we know that perturbed gdh and (\/g)dh fiat structures exist and remain con-
formally equivalent. Our goal is to show that the gdh flat structures degenerate to the 
gdh flat structure for the singly periodic genus-one helicoid. This will be accomplished 
by demonstrating that all other possible degenerations either violate the conformal 
equivalence between the (l/g)dh and gdh flat structures or the period condition. We 
outline the main steps for this procedure below. 
(1) Show that 6 must degenerate. To accomplish this, we first prove Lemma 5.1, 
which asserts £ —> 0 => <f> —> 4>*. Lemma 5.2 makes use of the bilinear relation applied 
to gdh A dz and (l/g)dh A dz, as well as Lemma 5.1, to establish that I —• 0 =» 
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9 —> 0 (or 7r/2). Finally, Lemma 5.3 uses Extremal Length arguments to conclude 
that limit triples of the form (£*,#*, 0) and (£*,9*,TT/2) are impossible. Theorem 5.4 
collects these results to conclude that the parameter 9 necessarily degenerates. As a 
consequence, we learn that for every 9 G (0,7r/2), the surface 5(1,20) exists as an 
immersed surface in R3. 
(2) Show that £ degenerates if and only if the torus parameter 0 does not degenerate 
and the quantity |Im(se^)|csc0sec0 degenerates to 0 or oo. This is the content of 
Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, which make use of various curve systems and their corresponding 
extremal lengths. 
(3) Using the "doubling technique" defined in Rosenberg-Toubiana [RT88] and used in 
Meeks-Rosenberg [MIR93] for doubly periodic surfaces, we conclude that the quantity 
|Im(seJ^)| esc0 sec 9 cannot tend to 0 or oo, and so the parameter £ cannot degenerate. 
This is the content of Lemma 5.7. As a result, few limiting flat structures are available 
as possibilities, and, using Extremal Length arguments, all but one can be ruled out. 
We then show that this remaining flat structure agrees with that of the gdh flat 
structure for H(l), completing the proof of Theorem 5.10 
First, though, we review the notion of extremal length in general as well as in the 
particular case of a (punctured) rhombic torus. 
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5.1.1 Extremal Length 
There are a number of ways to define Extremal Length. Let T be a set of (rectifiable) 
curves on a Riemann surface 1Z, and let M. = {p > 0} denote the set of Borel 
measurable, conformal metrics on 1Z with finite area. The extremal length of T on 
1Z is given by 
Fvt (V\ - -,in l n f 7 € r (LP^))2 
nx-tn(L ) - sup —j— 
where Lp^) denotes the p-length of the curve 7, and AP(1Z) denotes the p-area of 1Z. 
Basic Properties 
If / : 1Z —• TV is a conformal map, then Ext-R.(r) = Ext7^/(/(r)). As a result, it 
provides a notion of length that depends only on the underlying Riemann surface 7Z. 
The Extremal Length of a set of curves enjoys a number of properties (see [Ahl73] 
for more details), but we mention only a few basic ones here. First, if T' C T then 
Ext(r') > Ext(r); in other words, one can obtain upper bounds by restricting the set 
of curves under consideration. Second, one can obtain lower bounds by equipping TZ 
with a particular metric p0. That is 
There is another convenient way to obtain lower bounds. If every 7 € T contains a 
sub-curve 0 e B, then Extw(r) > Extn(B). 
We also note that if 1Z is an a x b rectangle and T is the set of curves joining 
the two a-sides, then the extremal metric is the standard flat metric on 7Z, and the 
Extremal Length is given by Ext^(r) = b/a. 
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Extremal Length On A Torus 
Often times F will consist of a homology class of curves. Let T = [7] be the homology 
class of a generator for the first homology group of a torus C/{tui, u^}- The Extremal 
Length of T is well understood, even if the lattice degenerates. 
Using the Euclidean metric on our rhombic tori 1Z = C/A^ one finds 
Extw(r) > 2cos(0/2)sin(0/2) 
where, again, T denotes the homology class of either standard generator of Hi(1l). 
Similarly, let Di denote the diagonal of our torus that joins the origin to the point 
l+e**, and let Ti denote the homology class of Dx. Then, again by using the Euclidean 
metric, we find 
Extw(ri) > 4cos
2(<£/2) 
= 2cot(0/2) 
2cos((/>/2)sin(<£/2) 
On the other hand, if we restrict Ti to a subset of curves that are required to join 
the opposite sides of a rectangle with length 2cos(0/2) and width (l/2)sin(^/2) one 
obtains the following upper bound 
Ext^(ri) < 4 cot (#/2) 
Figure 5.1: T\ restricted to gray rectangle 
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We apply similar reasoning for the homology class T2 of the other diagonal D2, 
and collect the resulting estimates here 
4cot(0/2) > Extfc(ri) > 2cot(<£/2) 
4tan(0/2) > Extn(T2) > 2tan(<f>/2) 
5.2 Some Notation and Sets of Curves 
Many of the following Lemmas will make use of the same curve systems and surfaces, 
and so we establish notation that will be repeatedly used. While all of the families of 
curves used are homology classes, we remind the reader that the notion of extremal 
length is well defined for a mere set of curves. Indeed, we will restrict or enlarge these 
classes to sets whose extremal lengths are more readily approximated; this allows us 
to obtain lower and upper bounds, respectively. 
11 = C/A^, - {oi, 02,03,04} 
ll = C/A^ 
r = [7] = Homology Class of a Standard Generator for H1 (72.) 
Ti = [Di] = {Homology Class of diagonal D\ joining 0 to 1 + e**} 
T2 = [.D2] = {Homology Class of diagonal D2 joining e*^  to 1} 
f = {Homology Class of curves enclosing the punctures a\ and 02} 
T =' {Homology Class of curves enclosing the points 1/2 + e**, a\, a2, and 1 + e**/2 
that only intersect the half of D\ indicated in Figure 5.3} 
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r* = {Homology Class of curves enclosing a\ and 0,3, that enclose no other punctures 
or half-period points, and that do not intersect either diagonal} 
Ext+(-) = Extremal Length on gdh flat structure 
Ext_(-) = Extremal Length on (l/g)dh flat structure 
Exto(-) = Ext^(-) 
Extg(-) = Ex%(-) 
Figure 5.2: Curves in r i , r 2 , and F, respectively 
Figure 5.3: f and T* 
Because the gdh and (l/g)dh flat structures are conformally equivalent to the 
punctured rhombic torus 7£, we have Ext+(<77) = Ext_(.F) = Exto(.F) for any family 
T of curves. 
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We will also make use of the entire gdh and (l/g)dh flat structures, as opposed 
to quarters. This is necessary since for general 5(1,20), previously depicted quarters 
of these flat structures are not conformally equivalent. Indeed, these quarters were 
obtained by developing gdh and (l/g)dh geodesies which may not, in general, agree. 
We present the full flat structures below: 
Figure 5.4: Complete (l/g)dh flat structure for 5(1,20) 
\ v / 
-o-
K\ 
Figure 5.5: Complete gdh flat structure for 5(1,20) 
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5.3 Step 1: Proving 6 Degenerates 
Lemma 5.1. If£—*0, then the torus parameter <j> cannot degenerate. 
Proof. For a contradiction, suppose I —• 0 and that 4> tends to 0 or TT. Let 1^  C T; 
be the subset of the homology class of either standard generator for Hi(TZ) of our 
(non-punctured) torus, where 1^  is given by curves on the gdh flat structure such as 
Figure 5.6: Ext+(rj) < oo as {1,6,a) -* (0,6,a) 
the one depicted in Figure 5.6. These curves are not allowed to touch any edges other 
than the ones indicated; in other words, we have used the 1-form gdh to restrict the 
sets Tj. The above structure has been rescaled by l/£, keeping the lengths of the edges 
fixed at 1 but causing the lengths of the horizontal and vertical lines of symmetry to 
become infinite. The second picture assumes that the parameter a degenerates, too, 
though whether or not this additional degeneration takes place has no affect on our 
conclusion, namely, that as I —• 0 we have 
oo > Ext+OTJ) > Ext+(ri) = Exto(ri) 
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However, if the parameter (f> degenerates, then, as remarked in subsection 5.1, Exto(Fj) 
oo. Because the homology class of Ti on the punctured torus TZ is contained in the 
homology class of Ti on the torus H we have 
Exto(ri) > Extg(ri) - • oo 
producing the desired contradiction. • 
Lemma 5.2. It is impossible for (£,6, a) to limit on (0,9*, a) 
Proof. First, the bilinear relation applied to gdhAdz and (l/g)dhf\dz combined with 
the period condition J" gdh = f(l/g)dh yield 
-It {e'ia + e*efa) = , " (e"(ax - a3) - e~id{a2 - a,)) v
 ' 4sin0cos0\ / 
-21 (eia + e^e~ia) = . ™ ( e -* ( a i - a3) - ei9(a2 - a4j) v
 ' 4sin0cos0\ / 
Assuming € —> 0, we know from Lemma 5.1 that <j> is not degenerating. Moreover, 
using that a2 = e**aT and 04 = e'^ajj, the two equations above become 
0 = 2e»'2 • Im {^e-^l\ax - a3)) 
0 = 2e^ 2 • Im (e -^e-^Cai - a3)) 
In particular, we see that (aa - a3) G (e_^ei</>/2) R n (e*ee^/2) M. As we are not 
allowing 6 to limit on 0 or ir/2, this implies that (aj —a3) = 0 or 00. As it is impossible 
for our punctures to tend to 00, we are forced to conclude that a\ = a3 which implies 
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a\ = u>3. Hence, p(a,\) = s —• e3 as £ —* 0, which implies that £ —• 0 and, via 
proposition 4.2 and Lemma 5.1, this implies that the period problem is unsolved for 
arbitrarily small values of £ =$•<= • 
Lemma 5.3. It is impossible for (£,6, a) to limit on (£*,#*, 0) or (£*,9*,n/2) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, it suffices to show only one of these triples is im-
possible. This follows because if the triple ((f), 6, t) corresponds to the flat-structure 
triple (£, 8, a), then the triple (n — <f>, ir/2 — 9, t) corresponds to (£, TT/2 — 9, n/2 — a). 
Therefore, we will show that (£*,6*,0) is impossible. 
i 
i 
Figure 5.7: The set of curves T'2 and its possible degenerations 
In this case, the length of the vertical line segments present in the gdh flat structure 
tend to (7r/4)csc# — 2£sma —> (7r/4)csc0* > 0, while the horizontal lengths may 
or may not vanish, depending on the limiting behavior of (7r/4)sec# — 2£ cos a —> 
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(7r/4)sec0* — 2£*. However, because the lengths of these horizontal line segments 
remain bounded, we have enough information to argue that <f> cannot degenerate to 
7r. If this did happen, then Exto(r2) —> oo, but under these assumptions we have 
Ext+(r2) —> 5 < oo, as depicted above in Figure 5.7. Specifically, we use the restricted 
subset r'2 C r2 , consisting curves joining only the edges indicated. In either case, 
Ext+(r2) < oo, and so Ext+(r2) < Ext+(r2) < oo. 
To show that <f> cannot degenerate to 0 we first argue that (7r/4) sec 9 — It cannot 
tend to 0. This is easily seen by appealing to the bilinear relation equations for gdhAdz 
and (l/g)dh Adz used in the proof of Lemma 2; assuming (£, 9, a) —* (£*,9*,0),(f> —* 0, 
and using the first equation we find 
"
4 r =
 A • T a. iei6' (fli - a3) - e-i0*(a2 - a4)) 4 sin 9* cos 0* v ' 
A . !" n ((aj - a3) (eie* - e~ie')) 4 sin 9* cos 9* u M '' 
. J „ (ax-l)(tsinO sm^*cos^*v A ' 
£* = jsec9*(ai-l) 
Here, as before, we made use of the relations a2 = e_2^aT and a3 = 1 + e"^ — ax. 
We conclude that the horizontal length vanishes if and only if (a\ — 1) = 1/2 in 
the limit, which implies that a\ —• 3/2. However, if we repeat this process with the 
second equation, we find 
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t = J s e c 0 * ( l - a i ) 
which implies that ai —> 1/2. Therefore, (j) cannot tend to 0. By assumption, the 
parameter 9 is likewise not degenerating. This leaves t to degenerate, which, as 
noted in Proposition 4.2, results in an unsolved period problem, yielding our desired 
contradiction. • 
We are now in a position to prove the following 
Theorem 5.4. Given any 9 G (0,7r/2) there exists an immersed 5(1,20) 
Proof. From Lemma 5.2, we see that limiting flat structure triples of the form (0, a, 9*) 
are impossible. We have already remarked that if £ —* oo then 9 degenerates, without 
loss of generality, to 0. Moreover, Lemma 5.3 rules out the possibility of (£*, 0,6*) and 
(£*, 7r/2,9*) as limit triples. Because our original coordinates (<j>,9, t) must degenerate, 
our geometric coordinates must degenerate also. Using these first three Lemmas and 
the fact that £ —> oo => 9 —• 0, though, we see that the only possible degenerations 
all include 9 —• 0. Hence, for every 9 G (0,7r/4] we have an immersed 5(1,20). By 
Proposition 3.9, this set of allowable 9 may be extended to (0,7r/2).D 
5.4 Step 2: Relating (£,d,a) and (0,0,*) 
In this section we show that if £ degenerates to oo, then 0 can not degenerate. This 
is the content of Lemma 5.5, and although it is similar in flavor to Lemma 5.1, the 
proof is more delicate. As a result, we are able to understand £ degenerating in terms 
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of the quantity |Im (se^) | esc 9 sec 9 degenerating to 0 or oo - this is the content of 
Lemma 5.6. 
Lemma 5.5. / /1 —• oo then <fi cannot degenerate. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume 9 —• 0. Because (7r/4) sec# — 2£cosa > 0, 
we have that a —> n/2, and we also have the upper bound 2£cosa < sec# —> 1. 
First we show that csc9/£ —• oo. It is clear that Ext_(r) —• 0 as (£,6,a) —> 
(oo, 0,7r/2), where f consists of curves enclosing the punctures ai and a2. This is 
easily verified by considering the subset T' C T given by the depicted curves below (in 
the (l/g)dh flat structure that has been rescaled by l/£); these curves are only allowed 
to intersect the edges indicated. The length of the vertical line segment is given by 
Figure 5.8: Ext_(f') -» 0 
2 sin a + (n/4) esc 9/£, and so either tends to infinity or a positive value as (£, 9, a) —> 
(oo, 0,7r/2). The length of the horizontal line segment is given by 2 cos a+(7r/4) sec 9jt 
and hence tends to 0 under the assumed degeneration, as depicted in the diagrams. 
As our parameters degenerate, the curves in I" can be contained in arbitrarily 
small balls, implying that Ext_(f") —• 0. Of course, this implies that Ext_(f) —> 0. 
However, if the ratio csc9/£ does not tend to oo, then Ext+(r) —• S > 0. To see 
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this, rescale the gdh flat structure by l/£, and note that 7 € T must contain solid 
or dotted sub-arcs, like the ones indicated below. Specifically, these sub-arcs pass 
through the darkly-shaded, polygonal region D indicated below. D is a symmetric 
region, and as a set in E2, one quarter of it is the polygonal region whose vertices 
coincide with the set of points 
,r, ~ s i r , 7TCSC0\ f r n . ,c n . •, „ 7 T C S C 0 
(0,2coso;), 0,-—— , [S + 2sma, (J + 2 sin a) tan 0 4- -4 £ 
(2sina,0),(2sina + 5,0) 
4 Z 
where S is an arbitrary, fixed positive number. Reflect this set across the real and 
imaginary axes and intersect the resulting polygonal domain with the gdh flat struc-
ture to obtain D. Equip these flat structures with the Euclidean metric on this 
:
- . ^ — 
c 
- > " / 
...-• 
-ON 
1 
Figure 5.9: Dark regions carry the standard Euclidean metric 
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darkly-shaded region, D - that is, consider the metric p given by 
{ 1 if z e D 0ifz<£D 
This choice of p provides us with a positive lower bound on the extremal length 
Ext+(r) (we have emphasized where our depicted curves intersect this region by 
highlighting sub-arcs with a lighter shade). This implies Ext+(r) > 0. 
Remark: The above picture assumes that the ratio esc Qjt limits on a finite, positive 
value. If instead this limits to 0, then the Extremal Length Ext+(r) tends to oo. 
From here on out, we will assume csc#/£ —> oo, which will be depicted in limiting, 
rescaled gdh structures via vertical line segments whose lengths increase without 
bound. 
Again, we first argue that cf> cannot degenerate to ir. This follows because, again, 
Exto(r2) —> oo under this degeneration, but Ext+(r2) —> 0 under the degeneration 
(£, 6, a) —• (oo, 0,7r/2), as can be seen by using the set of curves T'2, used in the proof 
of Lemma 3, and rescaling the gdh flat structure by l/£. 
We now show that 4> cannot degenerate to 0. Consider the set T, consisting of 
curves that enclose the points 1/2+ e1*, ai, a2, and 1 + e'*/2, but that do not intersect 
the line segment joining the origin to u>3. Such a curve is depicted below. 
After we rescale the torus by csc(<j>/2) and fix a neighborhood of the dotted line 
indicated above, it is clear that the extremal length Exto(r) increases without bound 
as <j> —* 0. This happens because the curves enclosing the half-period points are not 
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Figure 5.10: A curve in the set f 
allowed to intersect the bordering line segments of the identified rectangle in Figure 
5.10 (on the right). As 0 —»• 0 this rescaled rectangle becomes infinitely wide and, 
more to the point, every curve 7 G T is becoming pinched, which forces the extremal 
length to become infinite. 
However, we can find a subset f c f that has Ext+(r) —» 0. Let Y' denote the set 
of curves depicted below in the (rescaled by \/i) gdh flat structure. A curve 7' G Y' 
is only allowed to cross the gdh geodesies joining 0 and Uj (i € {1,2}) once, and it is 
also only allowed to cross the gdh geodesies joining W3 and the punctures once. 
The limiting extremal limit is zero, since all limiting curves can be contained in 
arbitrarily small open balls. Hence, Ext+(r) < Ext+(r') —• 0, which contradicts the 
fact that Exto(r) —• 00. We are forced to conclude that <j> cannot limit on 0, which 
completes the proof. • 
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r\ 
Figure 5.11: The set of curves f' 
Lemma 5.6. The following hold 
|Jm(«e*) | 
sin 9 cos 0 
oo 
|7m(«e*)| 
sin 9 cos 9 oo 
Proof. This follows simply by noting that 
f1 Im (se*) 
2£ = \ gdh\ = ' , \ >\ 
\J0 y 4sin5COBfl 0-|jf p - e 3 s)(p - se'2^) dx 
If t —> 0 or if £ —> oo, then 0 cannot degenerate. After appealing to proposition 4.2, 
we conclude that our original parameters (<j),9,t) are limiting on ((j)*,0,t*). The fact 
that t and <j) are not degenerating is enough to conclude that the parenthetical term 
in the expression for £ above remains bounded away from 0 and oo. Therefore, the 
only way for £ to vanish or blow up is if the coefficient Im (se1*) sec 9 esc 9 does so. • 
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5.5 Step 3: Producing the gdh Flat Structure for 
W(l) 
The main result in this section is that the parameter £ cannot degenerate. This is 
accomplished via Lemma 5.7, and it leaves only a handful of flat structures that, via 
more extremal length arguments, are easily dismissed as limits. The only "surviving" 
candidate coincides with the flat structure for 7i(l). 
Lemma 5.7. As ((f),6,t) —> (</>*,0,t*) the quantity Im^se1^) secOcscO cannot tend to 
0. Moreover, £ cannot tend to oo. 
Proof. The first claim in the lemma is almost entirely computational. Technically 
speaking, it does not involve any deep facts or theorems; it can be derived by working 
with the imaginary parts of our equation 
4e2i6ei't>(s-e1)(s-e2) = t2(S-e3) 
The motivation for doing so comes from a result of Meeks-Rosenberg [MIR93]. The 
result of note can be phrased as the following 
Theorem 5.8. [MR] If M is an embedded, minimal surface i n K x T with four 
planar, non-parallel ends, then M®M is a doubly periodic Scherk surface 
Remark 1: Here M@M = (1/2)(M + M), where the sum operation between M 
and itself is defined by summing all of the points that share the same normal. Even 
though this operation was first defined for surfaces in R3, as Meeks notes, it makes 
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sense in our context since addition makes sense in R x T and since the Gauss map is 
of even degree. 
Remark 2: Although we do not have that our existing 5(1,20) are embedded, we 
suspect that they are (and in section 5.6 we prove that this is true) and so, in order 
to obtain the following equations, we work under the added assumption of embedded-
ness. However, this assumption will be removed when we obtain the same equations 
independently. 
We now relate the Weiestrass data for M to the Weierstrass data for M®M; 
denote the former by (g,dh) and the latter by (g,dh). According to Rosenberg-
Toubiana [RT88], they are related by 
g(z) = z 
d 
dh = J2ftdh 
»=i 
The second equation holds locally, at a point z e C where the original Gauss map g 
is not branched; the functions fi(z) are then local inverses for the map g and d = 
deg#. 
In our situation, g is a degree 2 map, and we know, for example, that 0 is not a 
branch point for g as #(0) = g{u)3) = 0. Letting dh = H(w)dw and /i and /2 denote 
inverses for g we find 
izdz ~ 
n{z ± e ± W 4 ) =
dh
 = H{h{z))f[{z)dz + H(f2(zM(z)dz 
We will now write out and collect like terms of the Taylor Series for both expressions. 
First, we record information for dh. 
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Proposition 5.9. dh = H(w)dw is given by 
H(w) = h\W + h3w3 + . . . near w = 0 
H(w) = mi(w — LJ3) + m3(w — tu3)3 + ... near w = u3 
where 
p(a2) - p(fll) _ s - se~2i* _ ^_i<t> Im{e»s) h\ = ——— —- = — —:— = — ie 4 sin 6 cos 6 4 sin 6 cos 9 2 sin 9 cos 9 
1 / , ( e3 -e i ) ( e 3 - e 2 ) (e3 - ei)(e3 - e2) 
mi — 4sin0cos 9 \ pfa) — e3 p(fli) — e3 
,-Je3-eiff^(e^) 
\s — e3|2 \2sin0cos0y 
Proof. These identities follow from summing the residues of p • H as well as —^—. 
Similar (albeit somewhat more complicated) formulae hold for the coefficients h3 and 
m3. • 
Now we differentiate g using the formulae for p and its derivatives: 
t p - e 3 9 = 
,i<t>/2 pi 
a' = — (PQ2 ~ P"(P ~ e3) = * / 1 /p-e3 p-e3 \ \ 
5
 e*/2 (pO2 e ^ 2 V 2\p-e2 p-ei J) 
If we write 
<?(u;) = giw + 0(w3) near w = 0 
g(u;) = ni(ty — w3) + O ((if — w3)3) near iu = a>3 
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we can use the previous expressions to evaluate gi and n\: 
9i = g'(0) = - * 2e»<A/2 
n\ = g'(uj3) = 2ei<t>/2 
Now we expand the functions fi(z) about zero: 
fi(z) = cxz + c3z3 + ... 
f2(z) =u>3 + diz + d3z3 + ... 
Using the relations g(fi(z)) = z one determines 
_ 1 _ 2e^/2 
9i t 
1 2e^/2 
di = — = — — 
ni £ 
This allows us to determine the first order term in the expansion for A(z) = H(fi(z))f[(z)+ 
H{f2{z))f2{z) near z = 0. It is given by 
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A(z) = (hlClz + 0(z3))(Cl + 0(z2)) + (mxdxz + CK* 3 ) )^ + 0(z2)) 
= (hxc2x + mxd2x)z + 0(z3) 
= c\{hx + mx) + 0(z3) 
where the last equation follows from the fact that c2 = d2. We now use the equation 
A(z) — iz(z4 — (2cos20)z2 + 1)_1 and set first-order terms equal to obtain 
cf (hx + mi) = i 
s-e3\ 
cx • le 
l_\ ( Im (e«g) \ = 
2
 J I 2sin0cos0J 
V V k - e 3 | 2 J I 2 sin 0 cos 0 ' H im (e**s)  i  9  6 
4 / | e 3 — ex| 
t2 V k - e 3 | 2 
\ / Im (e««) \ 
y I 2sin9cos9 I 
We now obtain this expression from our equation relating s, 4>, 9, and t. This way 
we do not have to assume embeddedness. 
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lc2tfc*(*-ei)(a-e2) = f2 
(s - e3) 
r ^ ( g - e i ) ( s - e 2 ) ( 5 - e 3 ) _ ^ 
| * - e 3 | 2 4 
e"*(5 - ei)(5 - e2)(s - e3) = e2ie^\s - e3|2 
e-^s | S | 2 + e-»e3\s\2 + e*s\ex|2 - (e 3s) e-*a - | e 3 | 2 e -*5 - e ^ e - ^ - e2i6j\s - e3|2 
We now take an imaginary part of both sides, noting that the underlined terms are 
purely real. The imaginary part of the left hand side is therefore given by 
Im (e-*5) • (|s|2 - |e3|2) + Im (e^s) • | e i | 2 - Im (e-*«(e35)) (5.1) 
= Im (e-*$) • (|s|2 - |e3|2) + Im (e*s) • \ex\2 - Im ( e -*s(e 3 s) + e-»s(ezsj) (5.2) 
= Im (e**s) • (|e3|2 - |s |2 + | e i | 2 - 2Re(e35)) (5.3) 
= Im (e*s) • (-\s - e3|2 + 2|e3|2 + | e i | 2 ) (5.4) 
= I m ( e * S ) . ( | e i - C 3 | 2 - | * - e 3 | 2 ) (5.5) 
Because the expression Im (e~^s(e"3s)) = Im (e_^e"3|s|2) = 0, we are free to add it 
to equation (5.1) in order to obtain equation (5.2). Equation (5.5) is obtained from 
equation (5.4) by noting that 
|ei - e3|2 = ( d - e 3 ) ( e i - e 3 ) = e2i*(ei - e3)(e2 - e3) = e2i*(eie2 - e3(ei + e2) + e2) 
= ^ ( e - ^ l d l 2 - e 3 ( -e 3 ) + e2) = e2i\e~2i%x\2 + 2e2) = | e i | 2 + 2|e3|2 
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Setting equation (5.5) equal to the imaginary part of e2%e^\s — e3|2 gives 
t2 
Im(e^s) • ( | e i - e 3 | 2 - | s - e 3 | 2 ) = 2 s i n 0 c o s 0 - - | s - e 3 | 2 
Im (e»s) / | e i - e 3 | 2 - | g - e 3 | 2 \ = £ 
2sin0cos0 \ | s~e 3 | 2 / 4 
4 I m ( e ^ ) / | e i - e 3 | 2 _ \ = 
t22sm6cos9 \ \s - e3|2 J 
This is the same equation we obtained using Theorem 5.8, and it implies that £ cannot 
tend to zero, since, if it did, the quantity Im(e^s)sec0csc# would tend to zero, too, 
by Lemma 5.6. The expression above then implies that the variable t —> 0, too, which 
is impossible. Hence, £ cannot tend to zero. 
Unfortunately, it is not easy to use the above expression to show that £ cannot 
tend to infinity. To demonstrate this, we use another extremal length argument. As 
we have already noted, if £ —> oo then the torus parameter <j> cannot degenerate; this 
was the content of Lemma 5.5, and as we recalled at the start of the proof for that 
Lemma, we know that a —* ir/2 and csc9/£ —> oo as £ —> oo. The rest of the proof 
of Lemma 5.5 used the gdh flat structure to conclude that cj) was not degenerating. 
Working with the (l/g)dh flat structure, we show that, indeed, <f> —* 0, providing a 
desired contradiction. 
Under the assumption that (£, 9, a) —* (oo, 0, TT/2) and that csc9/£ —> oo, we 
rescale the (l/g)dh flat structure by £ and let the structure degenerate. We use a 
subset of T^  C T2 of the homology class of the diagonal joining 1 and e** on the 
underlying torus. The subset F'2 consists of curves restricted to join the opposite 
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sides of a rectangle of length A and height B where 
sec 0 A = 4 cos a + 2——, B = 2sina 
The set T'2 is depicted below in Figure 5.12, and its extremal length is given by 
„ , w , A 2cosa+s-?f n 
Ext_(n) = — =
 : - • 0 
v 2J
 B sina 
which implies that Ext_(r2) —+• 0. 
^EiiE 
= < 
IS •m l i . . •?*•—• ^ " s : =3 
Figure 5.12: T'2 on the (l/g)dh flat structure 
We therefore have Ext_(r2) —• 0 => Exto(r2) —> 0 => <f> —> 0, which is a contra-
diction. • 
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Theorem 5.10. As 6 -4 0 the surfaces 5(1,20) -> W(l).-
Proof. We prove this by showing that the <7<i/i flat structures for 5(1,26) converge to 
the gdh flat structure we claim represents W(l). The notion of convergence we are 
using is that of pointed, Gromov-Hausdorff (for more details, see [Gro99]). 
Previous lemmas demonstrate that £ cannot tend to 0 or oo. From Lemma 5.3 
we know that a cannot degenerate in isolation. As a result, after assuming 6 —• 0, 
the only possible limits are (£*,0, a*), (£*, 0,0) and (£*, 0,7r/2). If we can show that <f> 
cannot degenerate, then the latter two cannot be possible. For even though 0 —> 0, the 
fact that £ —> £* < oo implies (by Lemma 5.6) that Im(se^)/sin0 remains bounded 
away from 0 and oo. As a result, the forms gdh and (l/g)dh remain finite and well-
defined, and under these conditions (as noted in Lemma 5.3), it is impossible for a 
to degenerate. 
Consider Ext_(r2) for the case (£, 0, a) —• (£*,0,ir/2), where, again, I"^  denotes 
the homology class of the diagonal joining 1 and e1^ which, as we have already noted, 
develops to the horizontal line of symmetry for both flat structures. Using the {l/g)dh 
flat structure, one finds that this Extremal Length remains bounded away from 0 and 
oo, as depicted below in Figure 5.13. 
Hence, <f> cannot degenerate when (£,6, a) —> (£*,0,ir/2). 
Now suppose (£,0,a) -+ ( f ,0,0) First we observe that Ext+(r2) -> 0. This is 
accomplished by using the subset T2 C T2 depicted below in Figure 5.14. Curves in 
this subset are symmetric, which is why we have depicted them on only one quarter 
of the structure. Moreover, on this quarter, these curves join the gdh geodesic joining 
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^ " • " - • ^ . s~ <-J . . - . . ' - • • ' I^J-
Figure 5.13: Ext_(r2) remains positive and finite 
Figure 5.14: The set of curves T'2 C T2 
0 to u>i to the vertical line of symmetry, and they are not allowed to touch any other 
edge. We conclude that, if (f> degenerates, then cf> —• 0. In this scenario, it is again true 
that Ext_(r) —> 0, which implies that the punctures ai and a2 are coming together, 
even after rescaling the torus by csc(0/2). 
We now use the set T*, given by curves enclosing a\ and 03 that enclose no other 
punctures or half-period points, and that are not allowed to cross any diagonal. Such 
a curve is depicted below in Figure 5.14. 
After rescaling the torus, we observe that Exto(r*) —> 00 since either the rescaled 
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Figure 5.15: A curve in T* 
punctures tend infinitely far from each other, or since they limit on a diagonal; Figure 
5.17 depicts how such a curve becomes "pinched". 
Figure 5.16: Piece of a curve 7* e F* getting pinched 
However, Ext+(r*) remains bounded from infinity, since we may restrict to the 
subset of curves in the gdh flat structure depicted in Figure 5.18 Again, a curve in 
this subset is assumed to be symmetric and is only allowed to join the indicated edges 
(without intersecting any other edge). 
Hence, <f> cannot degenerate, which leaves the triple (£*,0,a*) as a limit. This 
triple can correspond to two possible flat structures, though, depending on whether 
or not the quantity sec 8 — 21 cos a tends to 0 or something finite. If this quantity 
does vanish, it is easy to produce a contradiction. Specifically, Ext+(r2) —> 0 while 
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l ^ T N 
*-\ 
N 
Figure 5.17: Subset of F* with finite extremal length 
Ext_(r2) —» 5 > 0. The former is made clear by restricting T2 to the subset of curves 
depicted inFigure 5.18. 
Figure 5.18: Subset of T2 
The latter is also clear via the following depiction of how (l/g)dh degenerates. 
Every 7 € T2 must join two ^-segments in the flat structure, as depicted below in 
Figure 5.19; the curves are only allowed to join the indicated edges without making 
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contact with any other edges. Also, these curves may wander more so than the 
depicted curve below, but by equipping the resulting structure with the Euclidean 
metric on the darkly shaded region, as was done in a previous example. More precisely, 
let D* denote this symmetric, darkly shaded region; as a set in E*, one quarter is the 
polygonal region whose vertices coincide with the set 
{(0,0), (0,5 + ^sina), (2£cosa7r/4 • sec#,0), (£cosa + ir/4 • sec0,£sina), 
(6 + ^sina,£cosa + TT/4 • secO + <5tana)} 
where 5 is an arbitrary but fixed positive constant. D* is obtained by reflecting this 
set across the real and imaginary axes and then intersecting with the (\/g)dh flat 
structure. Using the Euclidean metric on D*, 
( 
p(z) = < 
liizeD* 
0ifz<£D* 
it is clear that every such 7 has p-length bounded away from 0, and that the p-area 
of the structure remains finite. Hence, the extremal length remains bounded away 
from zero. Hence, we are forced to conclude that the gdh flat structure limits on 
(£*, 0, a*) with 1 — It cos a* > 0. We first cut and re-assemble the gdh flat structure 
as depicted in Figure 5.21 
We now let the structure degenerate, fixing the point above labeled p. What 
results is the gdh flat-structure for the genus one helicoid on its side, as depicted in 
Figure 5.21. 
In order to finish the proof, we need to verify that this gdh flat structure implies 
that our limit surface 5(1,0) has helicoidal ends. This certainly is believable, as the 
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Figure 5.19: Darkly shaded region carries Euclidean metric 
Figure 5.20: Reassembled gdh flat structure 
limiting flat structure is similar to the gdh flat structure for H(0). 
In order to produce this limiting flat structure, we found that the parameter triple 
((j),9,t) limited on ((j>*,0, t*). Moreover, as evidenced by this limiting flat structure, 
the form gdh did not degenerate to 0 or oo, and so the same is true for the form 
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Figure 5.21: Limiting gdh flat structure 
(l/g)dh. As a consequence, the form dh = (gdh • (l/g)dh) ' did not degenerate, 
either. Because dh(4>, 0, t) is given by 
dh = 
p(ax) - p(a2) dp 
8 sin 9 cos d (p - p(ax)){p - p(a2)) 
as 6 —> 0 and ai —> a2, the quotient (p(a{) — p(a2))/(8sin#cos#) necessarily tends to 
a finite value, yielding a well-defined, non-degenerate 1-form for the limiting height 
differential, which we notate as dh^: 
dhH{1) = dh(<f>*,0, t*) = k- ie'^ dp (p-p(ai))2 
where k G R. We similarly use the notation gn{\) to denote the Guass map for this 
limiting surface. 
As in the genus zero case, we consider the form dz\, which is again given by 
2 V 9H(i) "J 2 ^ gH{1) J 
dh H(l) 
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suspecting that it will play the role of the height differential for the upright, genus 
one helicoid. That is, dz\ should develop two simple poles with purely imaginary 
residue at the punctures a\ and a3 when 6 —> 0. The gauss map will take on the 
values gn(i)iai) = 1 a n d 9n{i){a3) = — 1 at the points a,\ and a$ for 6 = 0, points 
where dhn(i) has double poles (and zero residue). 
We need to establish two things: first, that the Gauss map is not branched over 
the values ±1 and second, that dz\ has purely imaginary residues at the punctures 
oi, 0-3- We accomplish both by computing the residues of dz\ at the punctures a\ and 
a2 for each surface 5(1,26) and then take a limit as 9 —• 0. If we let 7 denote a loop 
enclosing both punctures ai and a2, then we find 
R(e)= JdZl = jsec0 
limfl(0) = 4 
8^0 v ' 4 
Similarly, near the puncture 0,3 the form dz\ has residue —i/4. 
As in the genus zero case, we use the adjusted Gauss map 
G{z) = 1-«*!)(*) 
l+0W(l)(z) 
and focus attention on the data (G,dz{); this data is used to produce an immersed 
surface in R that, near the punctures Oj, is asymptotic to the upright, (singly periodic) 
genus zero helicoid. The map is, as usual, given by 
R e / \2\^~G)dZu\\h+G)dZudz") =:Re(«^2,& ) 
To verify the asymptotics, we examine this data near the puncture a\ (the puncture 
03 is handled via symmetry). 
First, we note 
d<t)l = 2\G~G)dZl = dhnW 
# 2 = \ ( ^ + (?) dz1 = \ ( ^ + (* ( 1 )) dhn{1) 
# 3 = dzx = ( 5rH(i)) dhH{V) 
\9H(i) } 
We obtain expansions for these forms dfa near the point ai via expansions for the 
functions and forms 
dhm) = kie-». dp ,2 = fete"** f , h~2 ,2 + /i0 + • • • V 2 
( +ffw(i)) = 2 + 6 2 ( z - a i ) 2 + . . . 
\9H(i) J 
( ^w(i)) = ci(z - oi) 4- c2(z - ai)2 + . . . 
\9H(I) J 
where k G R, as noted before, and 
c i = 2fl^(i) (ai) 
C2 = 2 ^ ( 1 ) ( a ! ) 2 - 2#£(1)(a1) 
&2 = 2<^ (1)(a1)2 
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h-2 = —Ur , ho = (12p(oi) - f ^ r r V ) h.2 =: A" • fc_2 
The identities above are obtained via straightforward power series manipulations and, 
in the case of ho, via the differential equation satisfied by the Weierstrass p function 
p'" = 12p-p' 
We also note that 
K e e-*R, ci G e_i0/2R, h-2 G e3*' 
as can be verified using our expression for g'(z) and our reflection rules for p and its 
derivatives. 
The forms dfa have the following expansions near the puncture a* 
d<f>x = kuT* • h_2 (-.—1—, + K + ...)dz 
d<t>2 = -\ke-i4> • h-2 (-,—2—r= + 2K + b2 + ...}dz 
2 V ( ^ - a i ) 2 / 
# 3 = ^hie-* • h.2 (, Cl x + c2 + . . . ) 2 V ( ^ - a i ) / dz 
Integrating these expressions near ax produces the following local functions 
<l>i(z) = -hie-* • - ^ - + 0(z - ai) 
Z — CL\ 
= -kie^2\h-2\ • — ! — + 0(z - ai) 
z — dj 
I l l 
fa(z) = ke-i4> • / i_2—!— + 0(z - ai) z — a,\ 
= ke*l2\h-2\ • ~^— + 0(z - ai) 
Z — d\ 
03(^) = -zkie ^ • h-2ci log(2; - ax) + 0(z - at) 
= ±-fc|/i_2| • |ci| • i\og{z - ai) + 0{z - a-i) 
where for each expression we have chosen the constant of integration so that the 
holomorphic parts of each <f>i(z) vanish at z = a*, and that e_l* • /i_2 • Ci € R 
Shifting our coordinate z so that ax corresponds to the origin, the above functions 
are asymptotic to the following expressions near the origin 
kk*+/2\h-2\ <f> rs^ 
A;e^/2|/i_2| 
<f>2 ~ 
(p3 ~ ±-k\h-2\ • t|ci| log(2 - ai) 
Using polar coordinates for z = reta, the triple Re(0i, (f>2, fa) is therefore asymptotic 
to 
^ / , , , x , , , 1 /sin(<£/2 — a) cos(6/2 — a) , . \ Re(fa,fa,fa) ~ k\h_2\ f — ^ L >-,—^- J-,T\ci\a) 
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After rescaling by l/fc|/i_2|, this expression displays the correct asymptotics in 
part because the value |ci| = |<7^m(oi)| i1 0. Figure 5.22 below depicts an image 
of the annular region 0.01 < r < 0.5 for 0/2 = n/8 and |ci| = 2. The expressions 
above are clearly asymptotic to the helicoid parameterized near the origin (in polar 
coordinates) given by 
(r,a) H-> M r) sin(</>/2 - a), I - + r ] cos(<£/2 - a),T|ci |a 1 
establishing a helicoidal end at ai. By symmetry, we have a helicoidal end at a3, too, 
finishing the proof of the theorem. • 
» • i - _ \ - » — 
Figure 5.22: Image of the annulus 0 . 0 1 < r < 0 . 5 
5.6 Embeddedness 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem. All that is left to establish is 
that the surfaces 5(1,20) are embedded. 
Proposition 5.11. For every 6, the surface S(l,20) is embedded 
Proof. Let T = {6 E (0,7r/4] : S(l,2d) is embedded}; we will now demonstrate that 
T is non-empty, open, and closed. Connectivity of the interval (0,7r/4] then implies 
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that T = (0,7r/4]. 
Karcher [Kar88] proved that 5(1,TT/2) is embedded. Later, Weber-Wolf [WWa] 
proved that for any g > 1 the surfaces S(g, ir/2) are embedded. Hence, 7r/4 € T => 
We now show that T is open. Instead of working with the doubly periodic surfaces 
5(1,20), we will work with a fundamental domain 5(1,20) := 5(1,20)/A where A is 
the 2-dimensional lattice generated by the two (period) vectors 
7T 
v\ = — (sec 0, — esc 0,0) 
7T 
v2 = — (sec 0, esc 0,0) 
Li 
Let T denote the set of 0 for which 5(1,20) is embedded. Since 5(1,20) is embedded 
<£=> 5(1,20) is embedded, we have that T = T, and so it suffices to show that T is 
both open and closed. 
Let 0O G T. After translating and rotating the surface 5(1,20o), we can assume 
that a neighborhood of the puncture a\ is asymptotic to the vertical plane Yl\ defined 
below and, similarly, that a neighborhood of the puncture 03 is asymptotic to the 
vertical plane II3, obtained by shifting IIi a distance d along the xi-axis. 
IIi = {(z, x • tan 0, z) : x, z G M} 
II3 = {(x + d, x • tan0, z) : x, z € R} 
The quantity d is given by 
d((f>,e,t)=l(Jaidx1s\ +(Jaidx2} j 
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where, for instance, the path of integration can be taken as the union of the straight 
lines joining a,\ and as to u>3, the center of the underlying torus. 
Let B{r) denote the ball of radius r 
B(r) = {(x,y,z):x2 + y2 + z2<r2} 
and let B\ and B2 denote its upper and lower hemispheres, respectively. Since d is 
continuous in (<fi,9,t) and, by assumption, d(<po,9o,to) > 0, this distance d remains 
positive for 0 near 0O, so that d > r] > 0 for some fixed constant rj, for all 9 near 
90. Hence, the corresponding surfaces 5(1,29) (~l (R3 — Bi(r)) are asymptotic to two 
vertical planes (IIi and n3) separated by a distance of at least 77 > 0. For large, fixed 
r and 9 near 0O, {S(l, 29) f\ (R3 — B\(r))) consists of two components separated by a 
distance of S > 0, for some fixed 5. By symmetry, the same is true in the complement 
of the lower hemisphere Bz(r). 
Hence, the minimal surfaces 5(1,20) D (R3 — B(r)) remain embedded for 9 near 
#o- Because our curvature is uniformly bounded, continuity implies that the compact 
surfaces 5(1,20) n B(r) remain embedded for 9 near 90, demonstrating that T — T 
is open. 
To show that T is closed, suppose that there exists 9 e (0,7r/4) SO that 5(1,20) 
fails to be embedded. Let 9\ denote the greatest value of 9 for which 5(1,20) fails 
to be embedded. Because T is open and non-empty, such a 0i exists. Again, there 
exists an r so that the surfaces 5(1,20) D (R3 — B(r)) remain embedded at 0 = 0\. 
The maximum principle is therefore violated at the point of self intersection for the 
surface 5(1,20i), completing the proof. • 
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